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Abstract

A fundamental category of location based services relies on predictive queries

which consider the anticipated future locations of users. Predictive queries at-

tracted the researchers’ attention as they are widely used in several applications

including traffic management, routing, location-based advertising, and ride shar-

ing. This thesis aims to present a generic and scalable system for predictive

query processing on moving objects, e.g., vehicles. Inside the proposed system,

two frameworks are provided to work on two different environments, (1) Panda

framework for Euclidean space, and (2) iRoad framework for road network. In-

side the iRoad system, a novel data structure named Predictive Tree (P-Tree) is

proposed to index the anticipated future locations of objects on road networks.

Unlike previous work in supporting predictive queries, the target of the proposed

system is to: (a) support long-term query prediction as well as short term predic-

tion, (b) scale up to large number of moving objects, and (c) efficiently support

different types of predictive queries, e.g., predictive range, KNN, and aggregate

queries.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The fact that there are more than one billion smart phones [1] triggered the

massive explosion of location based services [2–5]. An important category of

these services offers facilities based on the future location of a user rather than

his/her location in the present time. Spatial queries in this categories come under

the umbrella of predictive queries [6–8], where a service is supplied according to

the predicted location of a user after some time in the future. Common types of

predictive spatial queries include predictive range query, e.g., “find all hotels that

will be located within two miles of a user’s anticipated location after 30 minutes“,

predictive KNN query, e.g., “find the three taxis that most likely to pass by my

location in the next 10 minutes“, and predictive aggregate query, e.g., “how many

cars expected to be around the stadium during the next 20 minutes“.

In fact, Predictive queries can be employed in various types of real applica-

tions such as (1) traffic management, to predict areas with high traffic in the

next half hour, so appropriate decisions can be taken before congestion appears,
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(2) location-aware advertising, to distribute coupons and sales promotions to cus-

tomers more likely to show up around a certain store during the sale time in the

next hour, (3) routing services, that take into consideration the predicted traffic

on each road to find the shortest path for a user trip starting after 15 minutes

from the present time, (4) ride sharing systems, to get the drivers that mostly

will pass by a rider’s location within few minutes, (5) store finders, to predict the

closest restaurants to a user’s route after half hour, (6) emergency response, to

alert the three police cars expected to be the nearest to a stolen car in a couple

of minutes.

The goal of this PhD thesis is to enable the practical realization of location-

based services such that they can support common types of predictive queries

on spatio-temporal data, i.e., moving objects. Therefore, this thesis proposes

a generic and scalable predictive spatial query processing system. Inside this

system, two different frameworks are introduced, namely, Panda framework [9]

and iRoad framework [10]. Each one is customized according to the underlying

work environment, euclidean space and road network graph, respectively.

1.2 Challenges

Specifically, this thesis handles the following core challenges in processing of spatial

predictive queries:

• Prediction. Unlike most of the existing related work [8, 11] that supports

short-term prediction only, the proposed frameworks have the ability to

evaluate long-term as well as short-term predictive queries. In addition, the

employed prediction models do not rely on the historical data, as in many

cases it is hard to obtain the historical data of the moving objects. For

example, in new systems that there is no historical data or in confidential
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systems where the data are top secrets or at least private so it can not be

released to the prediction model.

• Salability. The proposed frameworks can scale up to support heavy query

workloads on a space with a large number of moving objects. The scalability

of Panda is resulted from adjusting the underlying prediction function to

be employed to filter out the objects having no possibility to show up in

the query region at the specified time. This filtering saves a lot of the

processing time for each single query. While the scalability of iRoad comes

from introducing a novel data structure named reachability tree to prune the

space around each object. Yet, it holds only those nodes, road intersections,

reachable within a specified time period from the object current location.

• Efficiency. The goal here is to introduce an efficient query processing

engine that utilizes the prediction of each object in the underlying space to

answer the predictive queries in very fast response time. Thus, users do not

have to wait to get the answer to their queries.

• Generality. The introduced solution can support the processing of many

kinds of predictive queries including predictive range query, predictive KNN

query, predictive aggregate query, and predictive point query. This is done

inside the running framework and using the same data structures and algo-

rithms.
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1.3 Thesis Road Map

• Chapter 1 gives an overview about spatial predictive queries and introduces

the analytic goals pursued in this thesis .

• Chapter 2 briefly presents the related work, problems and solutions, in the

area of handling spatial predictive queries.

• In Chapter 3 presents the Panda system for processing spatial predictive

queries on Euclidean space.

• Chapter 4 presents both the P-Tree index structure and describes how it is

integrated into the iRoad system to support predictive query processing on

road network graphs.

• Chapter 5 presents two applications developed based on the concepts of

spatial predictive queries.

• Chapter 6 discusses the open problems and future directions in research.

• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives a final discussion of the work pre-

sented in the thesis.



Chapter 2

Spatial Predictive Queries, State

Of The Art

In this chapter, we briefly explore the existing work related to different branches

of predictive spatio-temporal queries. We start by reviewing the existing work

about query processing and optimization, then summarizing the commonly used

prediction functions, indexing data structures, and finally discussing the used

techniques to handle uncertainty while evaluating predictive queries.

2.1 Query Processing and Optimization

Existing algorithms for predictive query processing and optimization can be clas-

sified according to the supported query type into the following categories:

(1) range queries, e.g., [8,11,12]. A predictive range query has a query region

R and a future time t, and asks about the objects expected to be inside R after

time t. A mobility model [8] is used to predict the coming path of each of the

underlying objects and employ the prediction results to evaluate predictive range

5
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queries. Most of existing work considers query region as a rectangle, however the

Transformed Minkowski Sum supports range queries with circular regions [11].

This is done by determining whether a time parameterized bounding rectangular,

as a moving object, intersects a moving circle that represents a range query. The

initial rectangle of the object and the velocity of each edge in this rectangle are

considered to compute the position and the rectangle after a certain duration of

time in the future.

(2)K-nearest-neighbor queries, e.g., [11,13,14]. A predictiveK-nearest-neighbor

query has a location point P , a future time t, and asks about the K objects

expected to be closest to P after time t. Two algorithms, RangeSearch and

KNNSearchBF, [11] are introduced to traverse spatio-temporal index tree (TPR/TPR∗-

tree) to find the nodes that intersect with the query circular region for Range and

KNN queries, respectively. Sometimes an expiry time interval is attached to a

KNN query result [15,16]. Thus, the KNN query answer is presented in the form

of ¡result, interval¿, where the interval indicates the future interval during which

the reported answer is valid.

(3) reverse-nearest-neighbor queries, e.g., [13, 17]. Unlike the predictive KNN

query which finds the objects expected to be the nearest to a given query region,

predictive reverse nearest neighbor (RNN) query finds out the objects expected

to have the query region as their nearest neighbor. This query is useful in service

distribution applications such as ad-hoc networking to assign mobile devices to the

nearest communication service point. For example, an algorithm [13] is proposed

to evaluate RNN queries during some specific future time duration starting at the

query time. This work assumes the objects movements to be in a linear behavior.

(4) aggregate queries, i.e., [18]. A predictive aggregate query has a query region

R and a future time t, and asks about the number of objects N predicted to be

inside R after time t. A comprehensive technique [18] that employs adaptive
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multi-dimensional histogram (AMH), historical synopsis, and stochastic method

is used to provide an approximate answer for aggregate spatio-temporal queries

for the future, in addition to the past, and the present.

(5) continuous queries, e.g., [5, 19–21]. The difference between a snapshot

predictive query and a continuous one is that the later needs to be continuously

reevaluated many times through out its life in the system. The rate of reevaluation

depends on the time gap tgap between each two consecutive reported answers

specified in the received query Q. Accordingly, continuous query Q needs to be

stored at the server side until the end of its life. For example, a quadratic-

based kNN [20] algorithm is introduced for processing predictive continuous KNN

queries, and a differential update technique is used to maintain the query answers.

Next, a probabilistic evaluation [2, 5, 22] is considered for processing continuous

range queries.

Additional work considers query selectivity which plays a complementary role

in the area of predictive spatio-temporal query processing and optimization, i.e., [23–

26]. Selectivity prediction is defined as the number of objects expected to be

retrieved divided by the size of the underlying objects data set. Accurate esti-

mation for the predicted query selectivity is essential in query optimization and

evaluation. For example, spatio-temporal histograms [23, 25] are used to predict

spatio-temporal query selectivity.

To sum up, although the extensive investigation for the majority of different

types of predictive queries, but each of the existing work supports one or two

query types and ignore the rest. Consequently, there is still a lack for one general

framework that can support all or at least most of the mentioned query types.
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2.2 Prediction Functions

In terms of the underlying prediction function, existing algorithms for predictive

spatio-temporal query processing can be classified into three categories:

(1) Linearity-based prediction, where the underlying prediction function is

based on a simple assumption that objects move in a linear function in time

along the input velocity and direction. So, query processing techniques in this

category, e.g., [13, 14, 16, 26, 27], take into consideration the position of a moving

point at a certain time reference, its direction, and the velocity to compute and

store the future positions of that object in a TPR-tree-based index [28]. When a

predictive query is received, the query processor retrieves the anticipated position

in the given time [27]. Part of the related work in this category concerns with

the applications of linearity-based prediction models to answer nearest neighbor

queries [14] and reverse nearest neighbor queries [13], or to estimate the query

selectivity [26].

(2) Historical-based prediction, where the predication function uses object his-

torical trajectories to predict the object next trajectory. Then, query processing

techniques in this category, e.g., [8,18,29–33] are applied to trajectory of location

points. Existing work in this category is based on either mobility model [8] or

ordered historical routes [29,30,33]. The mobility model [8] is used to capture dif-

ferent possible turning patterns at different roads junctions, and the travel speed

for each segment in the road network for each single object in the system. Then,

the model is used to predict the future trajectory of each object, and based on

that they can answer predictive range queries. The main concern of that model

is to put more focus on the prediction of the object behavior in junctions based

on historical data of objects trajectories. In the ordered historical routes, the

stored past trajectories are ordered according to the similarity with the current
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time and location of the object and the top route is considered the most possible

one [29,30,32–34]. Some of the existing work in this category is employed for pre-

dicting the current object trajectory in non-euclidian space [31] such as road-level

granularity. For example, a Predictive Location Model (PLM) [31] is proposed to

predict locations in location-based services. This model considers the start point

as the object current location while the end point could be any of the possible exit

points. PLM computes the shortest path trajectory between the current location

and each of the exit points, then the trajectory with the highest probability is con-

sidered the predicted path. Moreover, a probabilistic prediction function based

on Markov models [32] is introduced for short-term route prediction, while Bayes

rule is adapted to predict the final destination of a moving object [30, 34, 35].

(3) Other prediction functions, where more complicated prediction functions

are employed to realize better prediction accuracy. Query processing techniques in

this category, e.g., [7,11,12,36] are adjusted based on the outcome of the prediction

function. Existing work in this category either exploits a single function [11, 12],

or mixes between two or more functions to form a hybrid prediction model [7,36].

As an example for a single function, a Transformed Minkowski Sum [11] is used to

answer predictive queries with circular regions, while Recursive Motion Function

(RMF) [12] is used to predict a curve that best fits the recent locations of a moving

object and accordingly answer range queries. In the hybrid functions category, two

methods [7, 36] are combined to evaluate predictive range and nearest neighbor

queries in highly dynamic and uncertain environments.

Unfortunately, all the employed prediction functions either: (a) support only

short-term prediction in terms of seconds, minutes, or next edge prediction, (b)

support long-term prediction but assume a linearity movement of the underlying

moving objects which is not a realistic assumption, or (c) based on complex tech-

niques with a significant computation cost that can not scale up for large number
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of objects. As a result, there is still a need for prediction models that can support

long-term prediction as well as short-term prediction with the ability to scale up

to huge query workloads and large number of moving objects.

2.3 Indexing Techniques

A wide variety of data structures are proposed to index spatio-temporal data to

support predictive query evaluation and processing. Some of the existing work

assumes simple movement pattern for the underlying moving objects while others

handles more complex objects behavior. The most popular spatio-temporal indices

can be categorized with respect to the base data structure as follows.

(1) R-tree based, e.g., [28, 37–40]. Time Parameterized R-tree (TPR-tree) [28]

is an extension of R-tree by adding the time parameter which can be used to

support querying current and projected future positions of moving objects. The

TPR-tree was enhanced to the TPR∗-tree [40] by introducing some improved

construction algorithms. Rexp-tree [38] is proposed as an access method that

indexes the current and predicted locations of moving objects assuming that their

positions expire after specified time periods. A different technique based on convex

hull property [41] is introduced for indexing objects with nonlinear trajectories

using a traditional index structure.

(2) B-tree based, e.g., [42–44]. An indexing schema called Bx-tree [43] based

on B+-tree, uses a linear technique to index changes in the underlying data values

such as moving-objects locations. Based on this Bx-tree index, some algorithms

were provided to answer predictive range and KNN queries on near-future posi-

tions of the indexed objects. Bdual -tree is an enhancement of B-tree by taking into

consideration the velocity in addition to the location while indexing the moving

objects [44]. Next, a Self-Tunable Spatio-Temporal B+-tree, termed ST2B-tree, is
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introduced [42] to handle frequent updates for objects locations. This is done by

allowing automatic online rebuilding of its subtrees using a different set of refer-

ence points and different grid size without significant overhead. The key for an

entry in the ST2B-tree index consists of a time part in addition to a space part.

The time part is based on dividing the dimension into equivalent partitions, while

the space part is based on the Voronoi diagram for dividing the space.

(3) kd-tree based, e.g., [45–48]. MOVIES is a main memory indexing tech-

nique [45, 46] proposed to handle the high frequent updates while guaranteeing

fast response to predictive queries on moving objects data. It is based on the kd-

tree data structure [47,48] and its main idea is to create new indexes for the most

updated pieces of the main index and throw them away from the main memory

after some short time period.

(4) Quad-tree based, e.g., [49]. A dual transformation is used in an indexing

method called STRIPES [49] to index the predicted trajectories in a dual trans-

formed space. Trajectories for objects in a d-dimensional space become points in

a higher-dimensional, (a 2d-dimensional), space. This dual transformed space is

then indexed using a regular hierarchical grid decomposition indexing structure.

More detailed review and comparison between the existing techniques for indexing

the current and predictive locations of moving objects is covered in [47, 50, 51].

2.4 Uncertainty

Unlike most of existing work in predictive queries that assume the deterministic

behavior of objects movements, few research trials assume uncertainty about these

movements. Basically, uncertainty deals with stochastic, (probabilistic movement

patterns), of the underlying objects with respect to object locations and velocities

at different time stamps. The existing few trials in the area of predictive queries
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over uncertain moving objects data can be classified according to their aim as

follows.

(1) Indexing e.g., [36]. To index uncertain motions of a set of moving objects,

the Bx -tree is enhanced and two movement inferencing techniques are introduced

to obtain anticipated objects locations in non-deterministic format. This work

assumes uncertainty for the given past locations and velocities. The adapted Bx -

tree and the inference techniques are employed to evaluate predictive range and

KNN queries.

(2) Modeling e.g., [12, 52]. Unlike the work that is based on a deterministic

linear movement, a Recursive Motion Function (RMF) [12] is presented to model

uncertain motion patterns in different shapes e.g. polynomial, sinusoid, circle,

and ellipse. This work assumes uncertainty about the representation of objects

movements patterns. Moreover, a Spatio-Temporal Prediction tree, STP-tree [12],

is introduced to index these uncertain movement patterns and to answer predic-

tive queries. Next, a model called PutMode [52] is introduced to predict next

trajectory using uncertain data about objects locations. However, none of the

predictive spatio-temporal queries are explicitly supported.



Chapter 3

Index Structure For Spatial

Predictive Queries on Euclidean

Space

This chapter describes the leverage of a grid-based index structure within Panda

system which is proposed to evaluate spatial predictive queries for objects moving

on Euclidean space [9,53,54]. We start by briefing the system architecture which

includes the main modules and events, explaining the long-term prediction func-

tion [30, 34] and our adaptation on it to be employed in the Panda framework.

Then, we give detailed description for the system components and provide the

experimental evaluation.

13
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Figure 3.1: The Panda System Architecture

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 3.1 gives the system architecture of the Panda system, which includes three

main modules, namely, query processing, periodic statistics maintenance, and an-

swer maintenance. Each module is dispatched by an event, namely, query arrival,

periodic statistics maintenance trigger, and object movement, respectively. As a

shared storage, a list of precomputed answers is maintained, which is frequently

updated offline and used to construct the final query answer for received predictive

queries. Below is a brief overview of the actions taken by Panda for each event.

Query arrival. Once a query is received by Panda, the query processor divides

the query area into two parts. The first part is already precomputed where this

part of the answer is just retrieved from the precomputed storage. The second

part is not precomputed and needs to be evaluated from scratch through the

computation of the prediction function against a candidate set of moving objects.

Object movement. Whenever Panda receives an object movement, it dispatches
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the answer maintenance module to check if this movement affects any of the

precomputed answers. If this is the case, the affected precomputed answers are

updated accordingly.

Periodic statistics maintenance trigger. System statistics that decide on

which parts of the space to precompute for potential incoming frequent queries

need to be updated periodically using the statistics maintenance module. The

module basically reset the statistics to ensure the accuracy and recency of collected

statistics.

3.2 Prediction Function

The long-term prediction function deployed in Panda is mainly an adaptation of

the one introduced by Microsoft Researchers [30,34] to predict the final destina-

tion of a single object.

F is applied to any space that is partitioned into a set of grid cells C. It takes

two inputs, namely, a cell Ci ∈ C and a sequence of cells Os = {C1, C2, · · ·, Ck}

that represents the current trip of an object O. Then, F returns the probability

that Ci will be the final destination of O, Equation 3.1.

F ← P (Ci|Os) =
P (Os|Ci)P (Ci)

∑N

j=1
P (Os|Cj)P (Cj)

(3.1)

The term P(Os—Ci) in the numerator is the possibility of the sequence Os of

the current traversed cells by the object O given the destination cell Ci. This term

can be computed using the traveling efficiency parameter P, Equation 3.2 which

measures to what extend an object O follows the shortest path in its movements

from source to destination.
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P (Os|Ci) =

n
∏

k=2



























P if cell Ck in Os is closer to

Ci than the cell Ck − 1

1− P otherwise

(3.2)

This parameter varies from object to another and it can be obtained by ex-

amining the most recent bunch of trajectories of each object. P(Ci), the second

term in the numerator, is the previous probability of Ci to be a destination for

Os. Initially this term is set to 1/n, where n is the number of cells in the grid.

The denominator is a normalization factor to sum up all probabilities for all cells

in the grid to one, given the recent rout of an object.

Figure 3.2: Destinations Probabilities Based on Object Sequence

The way the prediction function works is demonstrated in Figure 3.2, where

the given space in which the objects move is partitioned into 6 × 6 squared

cells numbered from 1 to 36. The current trajectory of the moving object O1 is

drawn as a line started at cell C15 and headed to cell C18. The sequence of cells
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representing O1 in its current trip is SO1
= {C15, C16, C22, C23, C18}. The color

of a cell indicates its probability of being a destination to the object O1 given

its sequence SO1
, the darker the cell color, the higher the probability. As the

object moves toward its final trip destination, the prediction function updates its

computation. So, some of the grid cells become more probable destination (e.g.

C24), and others become less probability, (e.g. C31).

As F only predicts the destination of an object, it does not have the sense of

time. In other words, F cannot predict where an object will be after time period

t. Since this is a core requirement in Panda, we adapt F to be able to compute the

probability that object O will be passing by the given cell Ci after time t, where

t is specified in the predictive query. The adaptation results in the function F̂ ,

Equation 3.3, which is a normalization of the results from the original prediction

function F using the set of cells Dt that could be a possible destination of an

object O after time t.

F̂ ← P (Ci|Os, t) =
P (Ci|Os)

∑

d∈Dt
P (Cd|Os)

(3.3)

Here, the numerator is the output of the original prediction function F, and

the denominator is the summations of the probabilities of all grid cells in Dt, also

computed from F . Dt is the set of possible destinations of object O after time t.

3.3 Panda: A Predictive Spatio-Temporal Query

Processing

A salient feature of Panda is that it is a generic framework that supports a wide

variety of predicative spatio-temporal queries. Panda’s query processor can sup-

port range queries, aggregate queries, and k-nearest-neighbor queries within the
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same framework. In addition, Panda can support stationary as well as moving

objects. Finally, Panda is easily extensible to support continuous queries. This

generic feature of Panda makes it more appealing to industry and easier to realize

in real commercial systems. This is in contrast to all previous work in predictive

spatio-temporal queries that focus on only one kind of spatio-temporal queries.

As described in Figure 3.1, Panda reacts to three main events, namely, query ar-

rival, object movement, and a periodic statistics maintenance trigger. Each event

prompts Panda to call one of its three main modules to take the appropriate re-

sponse. The section first starts by describing the underlying data structure of

Panda (Section 3.3.1). Then, the reaction of Panda to the events query arrival,

object movement, and periodic statistics maintenance trigger are described in

Section 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4, respectively.

3.3.1 Data Structure

Figure 3.3 depicts the underlying data structure used by Panda. A brief overview

of each data structure is outlined below:

Object List OL. This is a list of all moving objects in the system. For each

object O ∈ OL, we keep track of an object identifier and the sequence of cells

traversed by O in its current trip. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, O2 in

its current trip, has passed through the sequence of cells {C13, C7, C2, C3}. This

means that O2 has started at C13 and it is currently moving inside C3.

Space Gird SG. Panda partitions the whole space into N × N equal-size grid

cells. For each cell Ci ∈ SG, we maintain four pieces of information as: (1) CellID

as the cell identifier, (2) Current Objects as the list of moving objects currently

located inside Ci, presented as pointers to the Object List OL, (3) Query List as

the list of predictive queries recently issued on Ci. Each query Q in this list is

presented by the triple (Time, Counter, Answer), where Time is the future time
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included in Q, Counter is the number of times that Q is recently issued, Answer

is the precomputed answer for Q which may have different format based on the

type of Q, and (4) Frequent Cells as the list of cells that one of their precomputed

answers should be updated with the movement of an object in Ci.

Travel Time Grid TTG. This is a two-dimensional array of N2 × N2 cells

where each cell TTG[i, j] has the average travel time between space cells Ci and

Cj, where Ci and Cj ∈ SG. TTG is fully pre-loaded into Panda and is a read-only

data structure.

3.3.2 Query Processing in Panda

The generic query processing of Panda does not only predict the query answer,

but it also prepares partial results of the incoming queries before hand. In general,

Panda does not aim to predict the whole query answer, instead, it predicts the

answer for certain areas of the space. Then, the overlap between the incoming

query and the precomputed areas controls how efficient the query would be. If all

the query is precomputed, the query will have best performance in terms of lower

latency, however, the Panda system will encounter high overhead of maintaining

the precomputed answer. This isolation between the precomputed area and the

query area presents the main reason behind the generic nature of Panda as any

type of predictive queries (e.g., range and k-nearest-neighbor) can use the same

precomputed areas to serve its own purpose. Another main reason for the isolation

between the precomputed areas and queries is to provide a form of shared execution

environment among various queries. If Panda would go for precomputing the

answer of incoming queries, there would be significant redundant computations

among overlapped query areas.

The Panda query processor utilizes its grid structure G to decide on precomut-

ing the answer for some specific cells of the G. Upon the arrival of a new predictive
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spatio-temporal query Q, with an area of interest R, requesting a prediction about

future time t, Panda first divides Q into a sets of grid cells Cf that overlap with

the query region of interest R. For each cell c ∈ Cf , Panda goes through two main

phases, namely, result computation and statistic maintenance.

The result computation phase (Section 3.3.2) is responsible on getting the

query result from cell c either as a precomputed result or by computing the result

from scratch. The statistic maintenance phase (Section 3.3.2) is responsible on

maintaining a set of statistics that help in deciding whether the answer of cell c,

for a future time t, should be precomputed or not.

The precomputation at cell c will significantly help for the next query that asks

for prediction on c with the same future time t, yet, precomputation will cause

a system overhead in continuously maintaining the answer at c. Throughout this

section, Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code of the Panda query processor where

the first three lines in the algorithm finds out the set of cells Cf that overlaps

with the query region R, and start the iterations over these cells.

Phase I: Result Computation.

Phase I receives: (a) a predictive query Q, either as range, aggregate, or k-nearest-

neighbor, asking about future time t, and (b) a cell ci that overlaps with the query

area of interest R. The output of Phase I is the partial answer of Q computed

from ci.

Main idea. The main idea of Phase I is to start by checking if the query

answer at the input cell ci is already computed. If this is the case, then Phase I

is immediately concluded by updating the query result Q by the precomputed

answer of ci. If the answer at ci is not precomputed, then, Phase I will proceed

by computing the answer of ci from scratch. Phase I avoids the trivial way of

computing the prediction function of all objects in the system to find which objects
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can make it to the query answer at future time t. Instead, Phase I applies a smart

time filter to limit its search to only those objects that can possibly reach to cell ci

within the future time t. Basically, Phase I utilizes the Travel Time Grid (TTG)

data structure to find the set of cells CR that may include objects reachable to ci

within time t. Then, we calculate the prediction function for only those objects

that lie within any of the cells in CR. The result of these prediction functions pile

up to build the answer result produced from ci.

Algorithm. The pseudo code of Phase I is depicted in Lines 4 to 16 in

Algorithm 1. Phase I starts by checking if the answer of ci at time t is already

precomputed in its own Query List entry in the grid data structure SG. If this

is the case, we just retrieve the precomputed answer as the complete cell answer

(Line 6 in Algorithm 1), and conclude the phase by using the cell result to update

the final query result (Line 16 in Algorithm 1). Updating the result is done

through the generic function UpdateResults that takes two parameters, the first

is the result to be updated, and the second is the value to be used to update the

result. The operations inside this functions depend on the underlying query type,

e.g., aggregate, range, or k-nearest-neighbor queries. In case that the answer

of cell ci is not precomputed, we start by computing this answer from scratch

(Lines 8 to 14 in algorithm 1). To do so, we apply a time filter by retrieving only

the set of cells CR that are reachable to ci within the future time t by checking the

Travel Time Grid (TTG). Only those objects that lie within any of the cells in

CR may contribute to the final cell answer, and hence the query answer. For each

object O in any of the cells of CR, we utilize our underlying prediction function

(Section 3.2) to calculate the predicted value of having O in ci within time t

(Line 11 in Algorithm 1). We then use this predicted value to update the result of

cell ci using the generic UpdateResults function. Once we are done with computing

all the predicted values of all objects in any of the cells of CR, we again utilize
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the generic function UpdateResults to update the final query result by the result

coming from cell ci (Line 16 in Algorithm 1).

Example. Figure 3.4 gives a running example of Phase I where 19 objects,

O1 to O19 are laid on a 6 × 6 grid structure. Figure 3.4(a) indicates the arrival of

a new predictive range query Q30, a shaded rectangle in cell C19, that asks about

the set of objects that will be in the area of Q30 after 30 minutes. Though we are

using a range query as a running example, all idea here are applied to aggregate

and k-nearest-neighbor queries. First, we find out all the cells that overlap the

area of query Q30. For ease of illustration, we intentionally have Q30 covering

only one cell, C19, in which we are going to carry on for the next steps. If Q30

covers more than one cell, then, the next steps will be repeated for each single

cell covered by Q30. Figure 3.4(b) gives the Query List structure of C19, where

two previous predictive queries came at this cell before; a query that asks about

30 minutes in future, and it came only one time before (counter = 1) and another

query that asks about 20 minutes in the future and were issued 10 times before.

By looking at this data structure, we find that the answer of the future time t

is set to null, i.e., it is not precomputed. In this case, we need to compute the

answer for this cell from scratch. Note that if this query was asking about the set

of objects after 20 minutes, we would just report the answer as {O1, O8} as it is

already precomputed. Unfortunately, for the case of t = 30, we need to proceed

for more computations.

Figure 3.4(c) starts the process of computing the answer of cell C19. As a

first step, we utilize the Travel Time Grid (TTG) data structure to find out the

set of cells that are reachable to C19 within 30 minutes. We find that there are

only three cells that can contribute to the answer of C19, namely, C9, C16, C33.

This means that objects that are not located in any of these cells are not going to

make any contribution to C19 within 30 minutes, which filters out large number of
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moving objects that. Then, we can only focus on the objects located in C9, C16,

C33, where there are only four objects O5, O9, O18, and O19. For each of these

four objects, we calculate the prediction function F̂ to find out the probability

that these objects can be in C19 in 30 minutes. With probability calculation, we

find out that O19 has a zero probability of being in C19 in 30 minutes, while the

other three objects have a non-zero probability. We finally report the answer in

Figure 3.4(d) as {O5, O9O18} along with their probabilities of being in C19 in 30

minutes (Probabilities are not shown in the figure as it is an illustrative example).

Phase II: Statistics Maintenance

Phase II does not add anything to the query answer. Instead, it updates a set

of statistics that help in deciding what parts of the space and queries need to be

precomputed. The input to this phase is a cell ci and its answer list, computed in

Phase I. Then, Phase II uses this information to update the statistics maintained

by Panda.

Main idea. The main idea of Phase II is to employ a tunable threshold,

0 ≤ T ≤ ∞, that provides a trade-off between the predictive query response

time and the overhead for precomputing the answer of selected areas. At one

extreme, T is set to 0, which means that all queries will be precomputed before-

hand. Though this will provide a minimal response time for any incoming query,

a significant system overhead will be consumed for the precomputation and mate-

rialization of the answer. On the other extreme, T is set to ∞, which means that

nothing will be precomputed, and all incoming queries need to be computed from

scratch. This will provide a minimum system overhead, yet, an incoming predic-

tive query will suffer from high latency. To efficiently utilize the tunable threshold

T , Phase II utilizes the counter information in the Query List data structure of

cell ci (described in Section 3.3.1). If this counter exceeds the threshold value T ,
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then, this query is considered frequent, and the answer of this query in cell ci is

precomputed, i.e., stored in the Query List data structure. In addition, we add

cell ci to the list of frequent cells in all cells that are reachable to ci within time

t. This is mainly to say that any object movement in any of these reachable cells

will affect the result computed (and maintained) at cell ci. Such list of reachable

cells can be directly obtained from the Travel Time Grid (TTG) data structure.

Algorithm. The pseudo code of Phase II is depicted in Lines 18 to 27 in

Algorithm 1. Phase II starts by retrieving the entry e from the Query List of ci

that corresponds to the querying time t. If there is no such prior entry, i.e., e

is NULL, we just add a new blank entry in the Query List of ci for time t, with

counter set to zero and answer set to null (Lines 18 to 21 in algorithm 1). Then, we

just increase the counter of e by one to update the number of times that this query

is issued at cell ci with time t. Then, we check the counter against the system

threshold T and the value of the current cell Answer. This check may result in

three different cases as follows: (1) e.counter < T , i.e., the counter is less than

the system threshold T . In this case, Phase II decides that it is not important

to precompute the result of this query, as it is not considered as a frequent query

yet. So, Phase II is just concluded. (2) e.Answer 6= NULL. In this case, the query

time t is already considered frequent and the answer is already precomputed. In

this case, Phase II will also just conclude as there is no change in status here.

(3) e.counter ≥ T AND e.Answer is NULL. This case means that the query time

t has just become a frequent one, and we need to start precomputing the result

for t at cell ci. In this case, we first add the computed cell result from Phase I to

the answer of e. Then, we find out the set of cells CR that are reachable to cell ci

within time t. For these cells, we add cell ci to their list of frequent cells. This is

mainly to say that any object movement of any cell cj ∈ CR will affect the result

computed at cell ci (Lines 18 to 23 in algorithm 1).
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Example. Figure 3.5 gives a running example of Phase II continuing the

computations of Phase I in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5(a) shows that the counter of

the time entry 30 is updated to be 2. Assuming the time threshold T is set to

2. Then, the time t is now considered frequent. Figure 3.5(b) depicts the actions

taken by Phase II upon the consideration that Q30 becomes frequent. First, the

Query List of C19 is updated to hold the computed answer from Phase I. Second,

the cell C19 is added to the list of frequent cells for C9, C16, and C33 to indicate

that any movement in these three cells may trigger a change of answer for cell

C19.

3.3.3 Object Movement in Panda

As has been discussed in the previous section, the efficiency of the Panda generic

query processor relies mainly on how much of the query answer is precomputed.

Though we have discussed how Panda takes advantage of the precomputed an-

swers, we did not discuss how Panda maintains those precomputed answers, given

the underlying dynamic environment of moving objects. This section discusses the

answer maintenance module in Panda, depicted in Figure 3.1, which is basically

triggered with every single object movement in any cell ci in the space grid SG.

Main idea. The main idea behind the answer maintenancemodule is to check

if this object movement has any effect on any of the precomputed answers. If this

is the case, then Panda computes this effect and propagates it to all affected

precomputed answers. If Panda figures out that this object movement has no

effect on any of the precomputed answers, then, it does nothing for this object

movement. As the underlying prediction function F̂ mainly relies on the sequence

of prior visited cells for a moving object, an object movement within the cell does

not change the object predication function, and hence will not have any effect

on any of the precomputed answers. It is important to note that the answer
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maintenance module does not decide upon which parts of the queries/space to be

precomputed, as this decision is already taken by the statistics collected in the

generic query processor module. Instead, the answer maintenance module just

ensures efficient and accurate maintenance of existing precomputed answers.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo code of the Panda answer main-

tenance module. The algorithm takes three input parameters, the moved object

O, its old cell Cold before movement, and its new cell after movement Cnew. The

first thing we do is to check if the new cell is the same as the old cell. If this is

the case, the algorithm immediately terminates as this object movement will not

have any effect on any of the precomputed cells. On the other side, if the new

cell is different form the old one, the algorithm proceeds in two parts. In the first

part (Lines 4 to 10 in Algorithm 2), we first add O to the set of current objects of

Cnew. Then, we retrieve the set of frequent cells of Cnew, i.e., those cells that have

precomputed answers and may be affected by any change of objects in Cnew. For

each cell Ci in the set of frequent cells, we do: (a) retrieve the travel time t from

the new cell to Ci from the Travel Time Grid data structure, (b) compute the pre-

dicted value of O being in Ci after t time units, and (c) update the precomputed

result at cell Ci by the predicated value, using the generic function Update Results.

The second part of the algorithm (Lines 11 to 15 in Algorithm 2) is very similar

to the first part, except that we are working with Cold instead of Cnew, where we

remove O form the set of objects of Cold, and update all the precomputed frequent

cells of Cold accordingly. It is important to notice here that we do not need to

compute the object prediction in the second part as it is already calculated before

and stored in the precomputed answer at Ci.

Example. Back to our running example in Figure 3.5(b) that illustrates the

precomputed answer for the query Q30 in cell C19. Assume that object O9 moves

out from its cell C16 to C17. In this case, we add O9 to the list of current objects
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in C17, and get its list of frequent cells, which only includes C1. Then, we obtain

the time t between C1 and C17 as 40. We then compute F̂ = P (C1—O9, 40),

which gives the probability that O9 will be in C1 after 40 time units. We then

incrementally update the answer at C1 by the value of F̂ . We do the same for

C16, the cell that O9 has just departed. We first delete O9 from the list of current

objects in C16. Then, we read the list of frequent cells of C16 which returns only

C19. At this point, we do not need to compute the prediction function F̂ as it

should be already stored in the query list of C19. So, we just update the answer

at C19 by removing O9 and its probability.

3.3.4 Periodic Statistics Maintenance

As has been seen earlier, the query processing module (Section 3.3.2) mainly re-

lies on simple maintained statistics, namely, the counter in the Query List data

structure, to decide on which parts of the space to precompute for which future

query time. However, the counter information just keeps increasing while frequent

queries may no longer be frequent any more, yet, as they still keep their counter

value intact, their answers may still be unnecessarily precomputed, causing ex-

tra system overhead. It is the job of the periodic statistics maintenance module,

discussed in this section, to ensure that current statistics information is accurate

and updated.

Main Idea. The main idea behind this module is to run periodically each t

units to sweep over current statistics and update it. For a query Q to be considered

frequent, it has to appear at least T times in the last time period t, where T is the

system threshold, described in Section 3.3.2. In the mean time, a frequent query

Q, who failed to appear at least T times in the last time period t is demoted to

be infrequent.

Algorithm. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo code for the periodic statistics
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maintenance module. The algorithm sweeps over all grid cells in the grid data

structure SG. For each cell Ci, the algorithm goes through every single entry

e in Ci.QueryList. For each entry e, we compare its counter against the system

threshold T , which will result in one of these two cases: (1) e.Counter ≥ T . In

this case, e represents a frequent query, and thus we just reset its counter to 0 to

restart its statistics with the next time period t. (2) e.Counter < T , in which e

represents a query that failed to appear more than T times in the last time period

t. In this case, we remove e from the list Ci.QueryList while doing a clean up by

removing the entry for Ci from the list of frequent cells in each of its reachable

cells within e.Time.

Example. After running Panda for one hour, we had the precomputed answer

in the cell C19 in our example in Figure 3.5(b). Assuming the used threshold T

value is three, then we check the entries in the query list in the cell C19. The

counter value in the first record (where time = 30) is less than 3 and its answer

is 6= NULL, then we set this precomputed answer to NULL and remove C19 from

the list of frequent cells of of its reachable cells, ({C9, C16, and C33}), then the

counter is set to zero. For the second record (where time = 20), the counter

is greater than T and the answer has a non NULL value, therefore, we keep

everything as it is except the counter which will reset to zero too. For the next

timeout, the query list of C19 will not contain the record for t = 30 since it is not

frequent.
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Figure 3.3: Data Structures in Panda
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Algorithm 1 Panda Predictive Query Processor
Input: Region R, time t, Threshold T

1: QueryResult ← null, CellResult ← null
2: Cf ← the set of grid cells intersecting with (R)
3: for each cell ci ∈ Cf do
4: /* Phase I: Result Computation */
5: if there is an answer in ci at time t then
6: CellResult ← read answer from ci
7: else
8: CR ← the set of grid cells reachable to ci in time t
9: for each cell cj ∈ CR do
10: for each object O ∈ current objects in cj do

11: ObjectPrediction ← Compute F̂ = P (ci—O, t)
12: UpdateResults (CellResult, ObjectPrediction)
13: end for
14: end for
15: end if
16: UpdateResults (QueryResult, CellResult)
17: /* Phase II: Statistics Maintenance */
18: e ← the entry in the query list of ci at time t
19: if e is NULL then
20: e ← Insert a new blank entry e to the query list of ci with e.Counter=0 and e.Answer

is Null
21: end if
22: e.Counter ← e.Counter + 1
23: if e.Counter ≥ T AND e.Answer is NULL then
24: e.Answer ← CellResult
25: CR ← the set of grid cells reachable to ci in time t
26: Add ci to the list of frequent cells in all cells in CR

27: end if
28: end for
29: Return QueryResult
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(a) Affected Cells (b) Precomputed Parts

(c) Travel Time Filter (d) Result Formulation

Figure 3.4: Phase I Example.
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Algorithm 2 Answer Maintenance
Input: Object O, Cell Cold, , Cell Cnew

1: if Cold =Cnew then
2: Return
3: end if
4: Add O to the set of current objects of Cnew

5: C ← The set of frequent cells of Cnew

6: for each cell Ci ∈ C do
7: t ← travel time from Cnew to Ci from TTG[new, i]
8: ObjectPrediction ← Compute F̂ = P (Cnew—O, t)
9: UpdateResults (CellResult, ObjectPrediction)
10: end for
11: Remove O from the set of current objects of Cold

12: C ← The set of frequent cells of Cold

13: for each cell Ci ∈ C do
14: UpdateResults (CellResult, O)
15: end for
16: Return

Algorithm 3 Periodic Statistics Maintenance
Input: System Threshold T

1: for each cell Ci ∈ the Space Grid SG do
2: for each entry e ∈ Ci.QueryList do
3: if e.Counter ≥ T then
4: e.Counter ← 0
5: else
6: Remove Ci from the list of frequent cells in each of its reachable cells within e.Time

7: Delete e from Ci.QueryList

8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: Return;
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(a) Statistics Update (b) Reachable Cells

Figure 3.5: Phase II Example.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and the scalability of our proposed

system Panda for processing predictive queries. We start by explaining the en-

vironment of the conducted experiments in Section 3.4.1. Then, we study the

impact of threshold tuning on the performance of the main modules of Panda

in Section 3.4.2. Section 3.4.3 provides the effect of different timeouts on Panda
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Figure 3.6: Effect of Threshold Tuning

efficiency. The behavior of Panda with different query workloads is given in Sec-

tion 3.4.4. Finally, we examine the scalability of Panda with respect to large

number of objects in Sections 3.4.5.

3.4.1 Experiment Setup

In our performance evaluation experiments, we use the Network-based Generator

of Moving Objects [55] to generate large sets of synthetic data of moving objects.

The input to the generator includes a real road network map for Hennepin County,

Minnesota, USA. The output of the generator includes different sets of moving

objects that move on the given road network map. The used data sets require

some data preprocessing to partition the space in which objects move is into N

× N squared grid cells of width relative to the minimum and the maximum step

taken by any of the underlying moving objects. Our space grid data structure

mirrors the space partitions by storing an identifier for each cell Ci and updatable

list of objects moving within that cell Ci. To have the travel time grid TTG filled

before starting the experiment, the travel time between any pair of cells, Ci and
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Cj, is obtained by taking the average time it takes from the underlying set of

objects to move from Ci to Cj.

To have the algorithms tested against different workload rather than single

queries, a query workload generator is built to obtain workloads of predictive

queries that vary in the number of queries, the query region size, and the query

future time. The number of queries in the generated workloads starts at 10K

queries per batch, and increases by 10K until reaches 100K queries in a query

workload. The generated query regions are squares and their locations are uni-

formly distributed over the space. The size of the generated queries vary from

0.01 to 0.16 of the total space size. The future times for the generated queries

vary from 10 to 80 time unites. A 3k query workload is used for warming up the

system before we start to measure the experimental results.

All experiments are based on an actual implementation of Panda. All the be-

haviors of the generated objects, query workload generator, and query processing

algorithms are implemented on a Core(TM) i3 4GB RAM PC running Windows

7 with C++. In all experiments, the evaluation and comparison are in terms of

CPU time cost.

3.4.2 Impact of Threshold Tuning

In the first set of experiments, we study the impact of different threshold T

values on the efficiency of Panda. The minimum value that the T can take in

this experiment is zero, which means that the results for any possible query will

be precomputed in advance. Accordingly, once a predictive query is received, the

answer is read and returned to the user without any further computation. It is

obvious here that at this threshold value, we will have the fastest response time,

since no computation happens after receiving a query. Just the precomputed

result is accessed and returned directly as a final query answer. However, it is
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expected to have the most significant overhead for updating those precomputed

answers. The maximum threshold value is ten which decided based on the number

of queries in a timeout divided by the number of cells in our space grid.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the effect of choosing different threshold values on the

performance of Panda. In this experiment we run 5k queries on 10K moving

objects at T = 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10. In Figure 3.6(a), we study the influence of

threshold tuning on the two phases of the query processing module. As the value

of T increases, the cost of Phase I increases. The justification is that when T has

large value, this means that most of the answers in the cells intersecting with the

query region need to be computed from scratch. With large threshold value, only

queries with frequency rate above that value are precomputed. Phase II is not

sensitive to threshold tuning. The reason is that Phase II concerns mainly with

updating the statistics inside the cells affected by received queries, and those cells

are only sensitive to the size of the query region rather than the threshold value.

Figure 3.6(b) depicts the sensitivity of the main modules in Panda to different

threshold values. The cost of query processing module increases when T increases.

We justified that in the previous sub-figure. The periodic statistics maintenance

module, statistics maintenance for short, is not sensitive to T at all. The third

module, object movement is significantly affected by threshold value, as with small

values, more answers are precomputed, hence more updates are triggered with each

single object movement, and vise versa. In a nutshell, between the minimum T

and the maximum T , the threshold value can be tuned to provide the required

balance between the time a user has to wait to receive a query result and the

overhead cost used to prepare this answer in advance.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of Timeout Value

3.4.3 Impact of Timeout

In this set of experiments, we study the effect of timeout values on the efficiency of

Panda. We run a workload of 30K queries on 20K objects with threshold T = 8,

while varying the timeout values from 3k queries every timeout to 15K queries per

timeout. In Figure 3.7, the x-axis represents the number of queries per timeout

and the y-axis represents the total CPU cost in seconds for processing the given

workload at that timeout value. Figure 3.7(a) shows that there is a slim effect of

selecting different timeouts on the two phases of the query processing module. At

larger timeouts, 12K and 15K, there is a higher opportunity for queries counters to

exceed the given threshold. However, it takes most of the experiment time before

the counter passing that threshold. So the effect of timeout is not significant

on the two phases of this module. In all cases, more portions of the queries

answers are expected to be precomputed, which in turn starts to decrease the

cost of computing answers from scratch at timeout 12K in phaseI. Figure 3.7(b)

assures that timeout values have different impact on the three main modules of

the Panda system. With smaller timeouts, the periodic statistics maintenance
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Figure 3.8: Efficiency Evaluation with Different Workloads

module is dispatched more times which gives it higher cost than with bigger

timeouts. The curve of the statistics maintenance cost has a decreasing trend

from 19 seconds at timeout = 3k to three seconds at timeout = 15k. As depicted

in the previous figure, there is a slim effect of timeout tuning on the total cost

of the query processing module. With an opposite impact, the cost of the object

movement module sharply increases with higher timeouts as a result of more

queries parts are being precomputed which means each single object movement

triggers a possible update.

3.4.4 Efficiency Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of Panda, we processed workloads of predictive queries

while varying the number of received queries from 10K to 100K. We compare

the response time and update cost of Panda at two different threshold values,

two and eight respectively. The response time is the time a user has to wait to

get the query result, and it is equal to Phase I of the query processing module.

The update cost is the time consumed to update the precomputed answer when a
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change happens, and it is equivalent to the cost of the object movementmodule. In

this experiment, we use timeout equals to the time required to process 3K queries

which means after every 3k queries, we call the statistics maintenance module

to adjust Panda decision about which parts to precompute. As we mentioned in

the setup, we use a warmup workload with 3k queries before we write down the

experimental results. The used data file contains 20k of moving objects.

Figures 3.8 provides a comparison between Panda response time and update

cost with different queries workloads at the two selected threshold values. The

horizontal axis represents the number of queries in a workload file, and the vertical

axis measures the total CPU cost in seconds. Figure 3.8(a) studies the update

cost at different workloads. As expected, the update costs at T = 2 are much

bigger than the ones at T = 8 in all workloads, while the behavior of the response

time, Figure 3.8(b), is the opposite. It is also remarkable that unlike the trend of

the update cost which has a slightly increasing curve, the response time with T =

8 sharply increases while the number of processed queries increases. To sum up,

based on the expected workload, the required response time, and the affordable

update cost, Panda can be easily adjusted to fulfill these requirements.

3.4.5 Scalability with Number of Objects

In our second set of scalability experiments, Figure 3.9 depicts the behavior of the

main components of Panda when the number of moving objects increases from 5K

to 80K. We run these experiments with T = 5, timeout = 3K, and 20K queries.

As seen in this figure, the object movement is the most affected module as there is

a positive relationship between the number of objects and update overhead cost

results from their movements. It is also observed that there is almost no impact

of increasing the underlying number of objects on both the statistics maintenance

and the query processingmodules. As noticed from the total cost when the number
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of objects increases by 16 times, from 5K to 80K, the total cost increases only by

less than four times, i.e., from 147.77 to 534.43 seconds. This shows that Panda

can scale up with large number of moving objects without scarifying neither the

response time nor the overall performance.



Chapter 4

P-Tree: Index For Spatial

Predictive Queries on Road

Networks

This chapter describes a novel index structure, named Predictive tree (P-tree),

proposed for processing predictive queries against moving objects on road net-

works [10,53,56]. The predictive tree: (1) provides a generic infrastructure for an-

swering the common types of predictive queries including predictive point, range,

KNN, and aggregate queries, (2) updates the probabilistic prediction of the ob-

ject’s future locations dynamically and incrementally as the object moves around

on the road network, and (3) provides an extensible mechanism to customize the

probability assignments of the object’s expected future locations, with the help of

user defined functions. The proposed index enables the evaluation of predictive

queries in the absence of the objects’ historical trajectories. Based solely on the

connectivity of the road network graph and assuming that the object follows the

shortest route to destination, the predictive tree determines the reachable nodes

41
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of a moving object within a specified time window T in the future. The predictive

tree prunes the space around each moving object in order to reduce computation,

and increase system efficiency. Tunable threshold parameters control the behavior

of the predictive trees by trading the maximum prediction time and the details of

the reported results on one side for the computation and memory overheads on the

other side. The predictive tree is integrated in the context of the iRoad system in

two different query processing modes, namely, the precomputed query result mode,

and the on-demand query result mode. Extensive experimental results based on

large scale real and synthetic datasets confirm that the predictive tree achieves

better accuracy compared to the existing related work, and scales up to support

a large number of moving objects and heavy predictive query workloads.

4.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we formalize the basic predictive query we address in this chapter.

Then, we define different types of predictive queries that the predictive tree can

support within the iRoad framework. After that, we explain the intuition of the

leveraged prediction model.

4.1.1 Basic Query

In this problem, we focus on addressing the predictive point query as our basic

query on the road network. In this query, we want to find out the moving objects

with their corresponding probabilities that are expected to be around a specified

query node in the road network within a future time period. The example of such

query could be like, “Find out all the cars that may pass by my location in the next

10 mins”. The predictive point query we address in this chapter can be formalized

as: “Given (1) a set of moving objects O, (2) a road network graph G(N, E, W),
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Figure 4.1: iRoad System Architecture

where N is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and W is the edge weights, i.e.,

travel times, and (3) a predictive point query Q(n, t), where n ∈ N, and t is a

future time period, we aim to find the set of objects R ∈ O expected to show up

around the node n within the future time t. The returned result should identify

the objects along with their probabilities to show up at the node of interest. For

example, within the next 30 mins, object o1 is expected to be at node n3 with

probability 0.8, R(Q(n3,30)) = {< o1,0.8>}.

4.1.2 Extensions

We consider the aforementioned predictive point query as a building block upon

which our framework can be extended to support other types of predictive queries

including: (i) Predictive range query, where a user defines a query region that

might contain more than one node and asks for the list of objects expected to be

inside the boundaries of that region within a specified future time, (ii) Predictive
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KNN query to find out the most likely K objects expected to be around the node

of interest within a certain time period, and (iii) Predictive aggregate query to

return the number of objects predicted to be within a given location in the next

specified time duration.

4.1.3 Prediction Model

Our prediction model employed by the introduced predictive tree index structure

is based on two corner stones. (1) The assumption that objects follow the shortest

paths in their routing trips. The intuition behind this assumption is based on the

fact that in most cases, the moving objects on road networks, e.g., vehicles, travel

through shortest routes to their destinations [34, 57]. In fact, this assumption is

aligned with the observation in [55] that moving objects do not use random paths

when traveling through the road network, rather they follow optimized ones, e.g.,

fastest route. As a result, this model prevents the looping case that appears in

the traditional turn-by-turn probability model and assigns a probability value for

the moving object to turn when facing an intersection [8].

(2)The probability assignment model that assigns a probability value to each

node inside the object’s predictive tree. In fact, the probability assignment is

affected by the node’s position with respect to the root of the tree, the travel time

cost between the object in its current location to this node, and the number of

the sibling nodes. In general, our predictive tree is designed to work with different

probability assignment models. For example, a possible probability model can

give higher values to nodes in business areas, e.g., down town, rather than those

in the suburbs. In our default probability model, each node in the predictive tree

has a value equal to one divided by the number of nodes accessible from the root

within a certain time range.
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(a) Network & Objects (b) Predictive Trees Integrated With R-Tree

Figure 4.2: Example Of The Proposed Index Structure

4.2 The iRoad System

The proposed predictive tree is implemented in the context of the iRoad System.

More precisely, the predictive tree and its construction, maintenance and querying

algorithms form the core of the iRoad System. The iRoad System is a scalable

framework for predictive query processing and analysis on road networks. The

architecture of the iRoad system consists of three main modules, namely, the state

manager, the predictive tree builder and the query processor, Figure 4.1. In this

section, we present an overview of the iRoad System and give a brief description of

its key components. Moreover, we focus on the interaction and workflow between

these components under both the precomputed query result mode and the on-

demand query result mode.
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4.2.1 State Manager

The state manager is a user facing module that receives a stream of location up-

dates from the moving objects being monitored by the system. The state manager

maintains the following data structures. (1) An R-tree [58] that is generated on

the underlying road network graph. It differs from the conventional R-tree in

that at each leaf node, i.e., a node in the road network, in addition to storing

the corresponding MBR, it also keeps track of two lists: (a) current objects that

records the pointers to the objects around this node, and (b) predicted objects that

maintains the predicted results of the objects that most likely to show up around

that node. (2) A trajectory buffer that stores the most recent one or more nodes

in the road network that are visited by the moving object in its ongoing trip. (3)

A predictive tree such that root of a predictive tree is the current location of the

moving object. Figure 4.2(a) gives an example of a set of objects moving on a

road network, while Figure 4.2(b) depicts how the predictive trees are integrated

within the basic data structures layout to facilitate the processing of predictive

queries.

As we mentioned, the system can be running under either (1) a precomputed

query result mode or (2) an on-demand query result mode. The first is the default

mode inside the iRoad framework. In either modes, upon the receipt of a location

update of a moving object, the R-tree is consulted and the new location is mapped

to its closest node Nnew in the road network. If the new node Nnew is the same

as the object’s old node Nold, the object movement is not significant enough to

change the system’s state and no further action is taken. Otherwise, the object

has moved to a different node and an evaluation of the impact of the object’s

movement is triggered in the system. We differentiate between the precomputed

and the on-demand query result modes as follows.

Precomputed query result mode: In this mode, the predictive tree builder
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is invoked immediately once the moving object changes its current node and,

consequently, the predictive tree is either constructed from scratch or updated

in response to the object’s movement. Remember that the predictive tree is

constructed from scratch if the incoming location update belongs to a new object

that is being examined by the system for the first time. Also, the predictive tree is

constructed from scratch if Nnew is not a child of the root of the object’s in-hand

predictive tree. As will be described in Section 4.3, this case happens if the object

decided not to follow the shortest path, e.g., made a u-turn or started a new trip.

Otherwise, the tree is incrementally maintained. Note that, in this mode, the

trajectory buffer data structure boils down to one single node (i.e., the current

node) of the moving object because of the eagerness to update the predictive tree

with the receipt of every location update. Hence, the past trajectory is entirely

factored in the predictive tree.

On-demand query result mode: In this mode, the trajectory buffer stores

all nodes the moving object passed by since the start of its current trip. Initially,

We do not perform any computation until a query is received. Then, we identify

the vicinity nodes within the time range determined by the query. Those nodes

might contribute in the predicted results. For each object in these nodes, we

construct its predictive tree and run a series of updates according to the list of

passed nodes in its trajectory buffer, Figure 4.3. For example, in this figure, nodes

A, G, and E are within the time range specified in the query at node B. Then,

we construct the predictive tree for each object, O1, O2, O3, in those nodes and

update them according the passed nodes by each one. Obviously, O1, O3 will

contribute in the predicted objects at node B, while O2 will not contribute as

node B is no longer a possible destination for O2 based on its trajectory buffer.

Then, we get rid of any data structure, i.e., the predictive trees and predicted

results, directly once the query processing is completed and the results are carried
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Figure 4.3: On-Demand Approach

back to the query issuer. We ending by adding the object’s current node Nnew,

i.e,. Node B in this example, to the object’s trajectory buffer.

4.2.2 Predictive Tree Builder

The predictive tree builder is the component that encompasses the predictive tree

construction and maintenance algorithms. It takes as input, (1) the moving ob-

ject’s trajectory buffer, (2) the moving object’s current predictive tree (if exists),

(3) the tunable parameters (T and P) that trade the prediction length and accu-

racy for system’s resources, and (4) a user defined probability assigned function.

The predictive tree builder reflects the most recent movements of the object (as

recorded in the object’s trajectory buffer) to the object’s predictive tree. Upon the

completion of a successful invocation of the tree builder, an up-to-date predictive

tree rooted at the object’s current location is obtained and the object’s trajectory

buffer is modified to accommodate the object’s current node.

The predictive tree builder is invoked in two different ways. In a precomputed

query result mode, the builder is invoked by the state manager upon the receipt
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Algorithm 4 Predictive Tree Construction
Input: Node n, T ime Range T , Road Network GraphG(N,E,W )

1: Step 1. Initialize the data structures

2: Set n as the root of the Predictive Tree PT
3: Visited nodes list NL ← ∅
4: Min-Heap MH ← ∅
5: for all Edge ei connected with n do
6: Insert the node ni ∈ ei → MH
7: end for
8: Step 2. Expand the road network and create the predictive tree

9: while the minimum time range Tmin in MH < T do
10: Get the node nmin with Tmin from MH
11: if The nmin /∈ NL then
12: Insert nmin → PT
13: Insert nmin → NL
14: for all Edge ej connected with nmin do
15: Insert the node nj →MH
16: end for
17: end if
18: end while
19: Return PT

of every location update. The state manager pushes the incoming location up-

date of a moving object Oi to the predictive tree builder that eagerly reflects the

location update in the predictive tree of Oi. Afterwards, the tree builder updates

the precomputed query results at every node in the road network that is on the

shortest path route from the object Oi’s current location.

In an on-demand query resultmode, the predictive tree builder is invoked by the

query processor once a query Q is received. The predictive tree builder consults the

road network graph and retrieves a list of nodes Nvicinity that are within the time

distance determined by the query Q. Then, it pulls, from the state manager, the

predictive trees and the trajectory buffers of moving objects whose current nodes

are in Nvicinity. In other words, lazy or selective processing of moving objects that

are believed to affect the query result is carried over without taking the burden

of updating the predictive tree of every single moving object in the system.
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4.2.3 Query processor

The main goal behind predictive query processing in the iRoad system is to be

generic and to provide an infrastructure for various query types. This goal is

achieved by mapping a query type to a set of nodes (Nvicinity) in the road network

graph such that the query result is satisfied by predictions associated with these

nodes. For predictive point queries as an example, the point query is answered

using the information associated with the road network node that is closest to the

query point. For predictive range queries, all nodes in the range are considered to

compute the query result. For predictive KNN queries, we sort those predicted

objects associated with Nvicinity based on their probabilities. Nvicinity is rationally

expanded till K objects are retrieved, if visible.

In a precomputed query resultmode, generic results are prepared in advance and

are held in memory. The process is triggered by an update in object’s location

and the precomputed results are constructed/updated for all nodes along the

shortest path route of that object. Therefore, most of the work is done during the

location update time. Upon the receipt of a query, the query processor fetches the

precomputed results only from nodes in Nvicinity, adapts them according to the

type of the received query and gives a low latency response back to the user.

In an on-demand query result mode, nothing is precomputed in advance and

all computation will be performed after the receipt of the user’s query. Nvicinity is

identified and the predictive tree of objects whose current node belong to Nvicinity

are constructed/upadted as described earlier in this section. Then, the results

are collected and adapted to the query type in a similar way to the precomputed

result approach.
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Figure 4.4: Constructing And Expanding The P-Tree Started At Node A.

4.3 Predictive Tree

In this section, we describe the proposed predictive tree index structure that is

leveraged inside the iRoad framework to process predictive queries based on the

predicted destinations of the moving objects within a time period T . We first

introduce the main idea and the motivation to build the predictive tree. After that,

we provide a detailed description for the two main operations in the predictive tree:

1) predictive tree construction, and 2) predictive tree maintenance.

The idea of the predictive tree is to identify all the possible destinations that

a moving object could visit in a time period T by traveling through the shortest

paths. As there may only exist one shortest path from a start node to a destination

node, we can guarantee it will be a tree structure (i.e., without any loop). The

intuition for constructing the predictive tree with a time boundary T is based on

two real facts: 1) most of the moving objects travel through shortest path to their

destinations [34,57], and 2) majority of the real life trips are within a time period,

e.g., 19 minutes [57, 59]. As a result, we only need to care about the possible

destinations reachable through a shortest route from the object’s start location

within a bounded time period. Based on that, we build the predictive tree to hold

only the accessible nodes around a moving object and assign a probability for each
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one of them.

The predictive trees leveraged in the iRoad system significantly improves the

predictive query processing efficiency for two main reasons. 1) The possible des-

tinations of the prediction shrinks as a result of using the time boundary T . Yet,

prediction computation is performed on few number of nodes instead of millions

of nodes in the underlying road network, e.g., road network of California state

in USA has about 1,965,206 nodes and 5,533,214 edges [60]. 2) Inside the pre-

dictive tree, we maintain only those nodes with probability higher than a certain

probability threshold parameter P, e.g., 10%. By doing this, we cut down the

computation overhead consumed for continuously maintaining the predicted re-

sults at each node in the predictive trees. Moreover, we control iRoad to focus on

those nodes that more likely to be reached by a moving object. Yet, the query

reported results can be more reasonable to users.

4.3.1 Predictive Tree Construction

Main idea. When a moving object starts its trip on the road network, we build

a predictive tree based on its starting location to predict its possible destinations

within a certain time frame T . We propose a best-first network expansion algo-

rithm for constructing predictive tree for time period T , e.g., 30 minutes. We

set the object’s initial node as the start node, then, we visit the nodes and edges

on the road network that are reachable using a shortest path from this start

node [61]. The algorithm proceeds to traverse and process the edges in the road

network based on the travel time cost from the start node until all the costs to

the remaining edges are over T .

Algorithm. The pseudo code for the predictive tree construction algorithm

is given in Figure 4. The algorithm takes the road network G = {N,E,W}, a

starting node n and a time range T as input. The algorithm consists of two main
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steps:

• Initialization. We first initialize the predictive tree under construction by

setting the start node n as the root of the tree. We also create the visited

nodes list NL to store the nodes that have been processed by the algorithm

so far. An empty min-heap, MH , is employed to order the nodes based

on its distance to the root node n. After that, we insert the nodes that

are directly connected with the root node n into the min-heap MH , (Lines

from 2 to 7 in Algorithm 4).

• Expansion. We continuously pop the node nmin that is the closest to the

root node from the min-heap. Then, we check if that node has been visited

by our algorithm before, which means there was a shorter path from the root

to this node nmin. If visited nodes list NL does not contain nmin, we insert

the node nmin to it as well as a child to the current expanding branch of the

predictive tree PT . After that, we insert to the min-heap MH the node nj

that is connected with the yet processed node nmin for further expansion.

The algorithm stops when the distance between the next closest node in the

min-heap is over the boundary T , (Lines from 8 to 18 in Algorithm 4).

Example. Figure 4.4 gives an example for constructing a predictive tree for

node A from the given road network. For this example, we set the time period

T to 20 minutes. Figure 4.4(a) gives the original road network structure, where

circles represent nodes and lines between nodes represent edges and the number

on each edge represents the time cost to traverse that edge. In the first iteration,

we start by setting the root of the tree to node A. Then, we insert nodes B

and C into the min-heap, as they are the connected ones to the root node A,

Figure 4.4(b). After that, we expand the closest child to the root, B, where we

insert D and E into the min-heap MH and put B in the predictive tree and the
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visited nodes list NL as well, Figure 4.4(c). In the second iteration, node C is the

closest node to the root with travel time cost equals 10 minutes. Yet, we insert

C into the predictive tree in addition to the visited nodes list. At the meanwhile,

we put B and F into the min-heap. In this turn, the cost from root A to node B

is 15 minutes, Figure 4.4(c). The next iteration picks up the node B again from

the min-heap MH . The algorithm skips the processing for B, as it is already in

the visited node list NL. Accordingly, we continue the expansion of node D, and

insert E to the min-heap. After that, all the remaining nodes in the min-heap

have the distance more than the time interval T . The algorithm terminates and

returns the constructed predictive tree, Figure 4.4(e).

Predictive Tree Expansion. As we mentioned above, the iRoad framework

can answer predictive queries up to a maximum time boundary T in the future.

This means, the in-hand predictive tree can not support prediction for object’s

trips that last longer than the specified future time T . Therefore, to support those

longer trips, we have to expand the tree to make sure that its depth under the

object new location is not less than T . In this section, we explain how to expand

the predictive tree according to an object’s movements.

Main idea. The main idea to expand a predictive tree is to locate the original

predictive tree based on the start location of the object. After that, we take the

new location of the object and make it as the new root for the just updated

predictive tree. Then, the new destinations of the moving objects are the nodes

located within the sub-tree underneath the new root. At the meanwhile, all the

other nodes will be discarded for the further predication and processing. One

important thing we have to take into consideration while we are inserting new

nodes to the expanded predictive tree is that, all inserted nodes have to be reached

in a shortest path from the object’s start node. This means, we can postpone the

deletion of the data structures used to build the original predictive tree until its
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corresponding object finishes its trip. This decision is to avoid reconstructing

the predictive tree from scratch, instead, the expansion process acts as one more

iteration in the construction algorithm.

Example. Figure 4.4(f) gives an example for updating a predictive tree ac-

cording to the object movement. Figure 4.4(e) gives the original predictive tree for

the object o when it starts the trip at node A. In this example, the object moves

from the starting location A to C. We get the current location of the object and

locate it to the new node C in the original predictive tree. After that, the system

returns C directly to the moving object as the root for its expanded predictive

tree. Then, only the children of the new root, i.e., node F , will be considered in

the further processing.

4.3.2 Predictive Tree Maintenance

In this section, we explain how to maintain the constructed predictive tree such

that objects movements are reflected on the structure of the tree as well as the

probabilities of its nodes.

Main idea. When a moving object starts a new trip, we get its start location

and map it to the closest node in the road network graph. Then, we dispatch

the tree construction module to construct a predictive tree with the root pointing

to the object’s start node. At this point, the tree construction computes the

probability of each node in the in-hand predictive tree to be a destination to

that object. If a node has a probability higher than the predefined threshold

parameter P, we insert the object to the list of predicted objects stored at this

node. When the object travels to its next node in the tree, the predictive tree

maintenance maintains the predicted results at each node in the tree as follows.

(1) The predictive tree is updated by changing its root to point out to the object

current node, and/or by extending the tree if its depth underneath the objects’
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Algorithm 5 Predictive Tree Maintenance
Input: Probability Threshold P , Time Range T , Current Node n, trajectory

buffer

1: if n = last added node in trajectory buffer then
2: return;
3: else if (n is the first movement of o or movement to n violates shortest path then
4: trajectory buffer ← ∅
5: Construct the predictive tree PT for o rooted at n
6: else if Tree depth underneath n < T then
7: Expand the predictive tree PT
8: Prune the predictive tree PT
9: Delete o from the list of predicted objects at ni

10: else
11: Prune the predictive tree PT
12: Delete o from the list of predicted objects at ni

13: end if
14: for each node ni in PT do
15: Compute the probability P(ni)
16: if P(ni)≥ P then
17: Insert o → list of predicted objects at ni

18: end if
19: end for
20: Insert n → trajectory buffer

current node is less than the time period T . (2) All nodes other than those in

the current subtree underneath the new root will be pruned. Hence, we remove

all occurrences of that object along with its probability from the predicted results

at those pruned nodes. (3) The list of predicted objects at the current subtree

will be updated by either adding the object to it, or modifying its probability

in case the object is already there. In fact, the predictive tree maintenance is a

core operation inside the predictive tree index structure, as it is responsible for

maintaining the tree and hence updating the predicted objects at each node in

the tree and reflecting that to the nodes in the original road network graph.

Algorithm. Algorithm 5 gives the pseudo code for the predictive tree mainte-

nance algorithm. The algorithm takes the trajectory buffer for the moving object

o, and its current node n, in addition to two system parameters, the probability
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threshold P and time range for maximum predictable period in the future T . Ini-

tially, we check if the object is still around its original node, then, the algorithm

does nothing, (Line 2 in Algorithm 5). Otherwise, the algorithm preforms one or

more of the following possible steps.

(1) Construct New Predictive Tree. The algorithm examines if the object starts

a new trip by checking for two cases; (a) it has not passed by any previous node, or

(b) its recent movement violates shortest path routing which internally means the

object moves to a node that is not a child of its previous node within its predictive

tree. For any of these cases, the algorithm constructs a new predictive tree PT

for the object o with a root points to the object’s current node n, ( Lines 4, and 5,

in Algorithm 5).

(2) Maintain Existing Predictive Tree. If the object o takes one more step

toward its destination through a node in its original predictive tree PT , we need

to make sure that the depth of the subtree underneath its current node n is greater

than or equal to the maximum prediction time T . If this is the case, we prune

the in-hand tree by cutting off all nodes not in the subtree underneath the new

root n, Line 11 in Algorithm 5. Pruned nodes are no longer possible destinations

to the object o as they can not be reached in a shortest path from the object’s

current location. If it is not the case, the algorithm dispatches the predictive tree

expansion submodule, explained earlier in this section, to extend the original tree

PT such that the time distance from the current node n to the end of PT is at

least equal to T . Then we prune the updated tree, (Lines 7, and 8 in Algorithm 5).

(3) Assign The Probability. After having the modified predictive tree PT for

the object o, we compute the probability for each node ni in PT being a possible

destination to o, Line 15 in Algorithm 5. This is done according to the probability

assignment model, Section 4.1.3.

(4) Maintain The Predicted Results. The aim of this step is to make sure that
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(a) Given Road Network (b) Trip Start

(c) Tree Pruning (d) No More Children (e) Extended tree

Figure 4.5: Example For An Object Trip And Predictive Tree Maintenance

the list of predicted objects stored with each node in the road network get updated

according to the effect of the object’s movements. This is done by performing the

following two actions. (First) Within the pruning process we have to delete any

occurrence for the object o from the list of predicted objects at the excluded nodes,

(Lines 9, and 12 in Algorithm 5). (Second) After computing the probability of

each node in the current PT , we check if this probability is above the given

probability threshold P, we insert a new record to the list of predicted results

at the node ni, in case that o is not in this list. Otherwise, we just modify its

corresponding probability value. This record consists of identifier for the object

o, its probability P(ni) to show up at ni, the travel time from the tree root to the

node ni,(Lines from 15 to 18 in Algorithm 5). This list of predicted results will

be used later by the query processor module to evaluate users’ queries. Finally,

the algorithm updates the trajectory buffer to accommodate the current node n,
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Line 20 in Algorithm 5.

Example. Figure 4.5 illustrates how the tree maintenance algorithm works.

Given the road network graph shown in Figure 4.5(a), and assuming that the

object o has started its trip at node A, we construct its predictive tree rooted at

node A and its depth is 20 minutes, Figure 4.5(b). When the object o moves to

the next node B in its trip, then the algorithm preforms some consequent actions,

Figure 4.5(c). First, it assures that the depth of the tree under the object current

node B is at least equal to the maximum prediction time T , which is valid in this

step. Second, it updates the list of predicted objects in all nodes in the original

tree rooted at node A. This is done by modifying the probability at nodes B, E,

F, and G, and deleting the occurrence of o at nodes A, C, D, H, and M as they

are no longer possible destinations to o. Third, we prune the tree by cutting off

all nodes that are not possible destination to o via a shortest path from start node

A. So, we exclude the nodes A, C, D, H, and M. This step reduces the CPU cost

required later to compute and update the probability at each reachable node. As

the object o travels to the next node F, we find that no further children of F in

the current predictive tree, Figure 4.5(d). Yet, we need to check if it is the end of

a trip, in case that the tree can not be extended. Here, it is not the case, so we

extend the subtree under F, compute the probability of the nodes in this subtree,

modify the list predicted objects at all nodes under node B, and finally prune the

nodes under B except the subtree of F, Figure 4.5(e).

4.3.3 Querying The Predictive Tree

The main idea of processing predictive queries in iRoad system is to have generic

results prepared in advance and held in memory. So for coming queries, the

query processor module fetches those results, adapts them according to the type

of received query and responds to users in a very fast response time.
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Figure 4.6: Accuracy Evaluation For Short Term Prediction
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Figure 4.7: Accuracy Evaluation For Long Term Prediction
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4.4 Experimental Evaluation

This section experimentally evaluates the performance of the predictive tree index

within the iRoad framework.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

In all experiments of this evaluation, we use real road network data of the Wash-

ington state, USA. For the accuracy evaluation, we use real data sets for cars

trajectories around the area of Seattle [62, 63]. For the scalability and efficiency

experiments, we use the Minnesota traffic generator [64] to generate large sets of

synthetic moving objects on the Washington real map. The number of objects

varies from 10K to 50K objects per set. To test the introduced approaches against

different workloads, we build a query workload generator. The number of gener-

ated predictive queries varies from 10K to 50K queries per workload. In case of

predictive range queries, the query sizes range from 0.01 to 0.08 of the total size of

the underlying road network graph. For predictive KNN queries, we increase K

from 5 to 25. The future times T for the generated queries vary from 5 to 25 min-

utes. The probability threshold P varies from 0.02 to 0.10. Predictive point query

is the default query type unless we mention a different one. In each run we use 3k

queries for warming up before we start measuring the experimental metrics, i.e,

CPU cost, memory overhead, and accuracy percentage. Also, we let the system

to have a sufficient number of moving objects before we start firing the queries.

All experiments are based on an actual implementation of the predictive tree and

the whole iRoad framework. All the components are implemented in C# inside

visual studio 2013 with .net framework. Our implementation source code for the

predictive tree, and sample datasets are accessible through [65]. All evaluations

are conducted on a PC with Intel Xeon E5-1607 v2 processor and 32GB RAM,
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and running Windows 7.

4.4.2 Accuracy Evaluation

In this section, we compare the accuracy achieved by employing the predictive

tree versus the Mobility Model [8]. We feed both of them with current objects

trips and without historical trajectories. The prediction accuracy is measured

by the probability each approach assigns to the actual future node of an object.

We use real objects trajectories at five different cities around the Settle area in

Washington, USA. In Figure 4.6, we examine the effect of the number of passed

nodes on the accuracy of the next node prediction as an indicator for short term

prediction. Clearly, the predictive tree gains benefits from the object’s current trip

by pruning the possible destinations to lower number, while the mobility model

does not prune at all. Hence, themobility model can be best described as a random

walk model, in case of the absence of historical knowledge. So, in the accuracy

test figures, we will label the history-free version of MM as Random Guess.

As given by Figure 4.6(d), the predictive tree can achieve up to 73% accuracy

in predicting the next node. Overall, the average accuracy for the predictive tree

is about 67% while it is less than 40% for the mobility model approach. The

fall down in Figure 4.6(b) is caused by the high density of the road network in

this area which increases the number of possible destinations, hence, decreases

the prediction accuracy. In general, there are two main factors that affect the

prediction accuracy inside the predictive tree . (1) The extent to which a moving

object follows the shortest paths in its travel, and (2) the average degree of a node

in the underlying road network. In attempt to test the accuracy pattern of each

approach in long term prediction, we let the objects pass by a sufficient number

of nodes, i.e., five nodes, then we measure the probability given to each of the five

nodes next to the objects’ current node, Figure 4.7. As expected, the accuracy
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decreases while we look far in the future. However, the predictive tree still acts

better.

4.4.3 Scalability Evaluation

For the scalability evaluation, we compare the two different approaches, precom-

puted and on-demand, of employing the predictive tree inside the iRaod frame-

work. As discussed in Section 4.2, the earlier is the default approach inside the

iRoad framework where the predicted objects are computed and stored at each

node in advance. While in the latest, we postpone all computations until a query

is received. In these sets of experiments, we study the scalability of the predictive

tree within the two aforementioned approaches with numbers of queries, query

sizes, i.e., for predictive range queries, number of moving objects, future predic-

tion time T , and different levels of the probability threshold P. For each test, we

measure the average CPU time and the maximum memory footprint.

Scalability with number of queries. As depicted in Figure 4.8(a), the

CPU cost for the on-demand approach is almost steady around 75 millisecond per

query. While for the precomputed approach, it decreases from 8 millisecond per

query to less than half millisecond when the number of queries increases from 20K

to 100K. This concludes that the precomputed approach significantly saves the

CPU time. The reason is that once we compute and save the predicted answer at

a node, it serves as many queries as needed without extra computation. However,

the on-demand approach acts better w.r.t. memory overhead, Figure 4.9(a), as it

does empty the data structures once the query is processed.

Scalability with query size. In this set of experiments, we study the scala-

bility of each approach with large query sizes in predictive range queries. We vary

the query size ratio from 0.01 to 0.08 of the the given road network graph. We

found that the average CPU cost per query for the precomputed is almost steady
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at 3MS, while it varies from 194MS to 755MS for the on-demand. This means

the CPU cost for the on-demand approach linearly increases when the query size

increases, Figure 4.8(b). Intuitively, this is a rational behavior, as the on-demand

performs computations for more objects with bigger sizes. Obviously, from the

CPU time perspective, the precomputed approach is faster by orders of mag-

nitude. From the memory overhead perspective, Figure 4.9(b), the on-demand

approach is more memory friendly. However, it has some slightly increasing trend

as a result of keeping the predictive trees longer time till the query is processed

as a whole.

Scalability with prediction time T . When we examine the scalability with

the maximum prediction time T the predictive tree can support, we can notice a

remarkable increase in both approaches w.r.t. the average CPU cost, Figure 4.8(c).

However, there is a significant difference between the minimum/maximum CPU

cost for each approach. The lowest CPU cost for the precomputed approach is

0.5MS at T = 5 minutes and 2MS for the on-demand, while the maximum is

45MS and 5395MS respectively at T = 25 minutes. The CPU time overheads

come from the extra computations required to construct bigger predictive trees

and maintain more reachable nodes. On the other hand, the memory overhead

for the on-demand is almost stationary, i.e., from 19 to 22MB. This is extremely

less than the min/max overheads for the precomputed, i.e., 219MB and 3.4GB,

Figure 4.9(c).

Scalability with probability threshold P. Figure 4.8(d) and Figure 4.9(d)

illustrate the effect of increasing the probability threshold P from 0.02 to 0.10 on

the scalability of the iRoad in general. For the on-demand, the average CPU cost

reduces from 86 to 77MS, and the memory overhead from 50 to 20MB. Also, for

the precomputed, the average CPU cost reduces from 5 to 3MS and the memory

overhead from 724 to 702MB. The justification for this reduction comes from the
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fact that we exclude the nodes with probability less than P.

Scalability with number of objects. The more objects to consider, the

more predictive trees to build, and the extra computation and memory overhead

to pay. That fact is obviously given by Figure 4.8(d) and Figure 4.9(d). The

average CPU cost for the precomputed is between 4MS at 10K objects and 18MS

at 50K objects. This is dramatically less than the one for the on-demand approach,

112 to 667MS. From the memory overhead view, the on-demand consumes 20MB

more to answer the same number of queries with 10K objects and 88MB with

50K objects, while the precomputed adds up to 670MB with 10K objects and

3GB with 50K objects.

4.4.4 Efficiency Evaluation

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the effect of the different parameters on

the two main operations of the predictive tree index structure, namely tree con-

struction and tree maintenance. We ignore querying the tree operation, i.e., query

processor, since it just retrieves the answer from the query node, hence, its cost

is negligible compared to the other two operations. We study those operations

within the evaluation of the precomputed approach as it is the dominant w.r.t. the

CPU cost. Figure 4.10(a) gives the impact of increasing the number of queries. We

can notice the average CPU cost drops down for both operations as the number

of queries goes up. As mentioned earlier, the reason is that once a predictive tree

is constructed, it can participate in processing as many queries as needed without

extra computation, and the same for the maintenance operation. Therefore, the

average CPU time decreases while the number of queries increases. From Fig-

ure 4.10(b), we can conclude that both operations are significantly impacted by

the maximum prediction time T . The average CPU cost for the tree construction

starts with 0.43MS at T = 5 minutes, and tends to 31.57MS at T = 25 minutes.
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A similar trends happens with the tree maintenance operation where it charges

the CPU 0.05 and 14.03MS at T = 5 and 25 respectively. The impact of tuning

the probability threshold P is provided in Figure 4.10(c). The major recorded

influence is on the tree maintenance operation. That is because larger probability

means less detailed tree, i.e., include only those nodes with probability ≥ P. We

can notice that the average CPU cost for the tree maintenance drops from 0.47MS

at P = 0.02 to 0.09MS at P = 0.10. Finally, Figure 4.10(d) provides the conse-

quence of large numbers of moving objects on the two fundamental operations.

Normally, we construct and maintain a predictive tree for each extra moving ob-

ject. Hence, the average CPU cost increases for both the tree construction and

tree maintenance operations. It is also remarkable in all graphs in Figure 4.10

that tree construction represents the big portion of the CPU cost relative to tree

maintenance operation.

4.4.5 Experiments Summary

From the accuracy evaluation set of experiments, it is obvious that the predictive

tree achieves more accurate short and long term prediction compared to the most

related work. From the scalability study, the predictive tree proves its ability

to scale up to efficiently process heavy query workloads and handle large num-

ber of moving objects. It is also concluded that the precomputed mode is CPU

friendly while the on-demand mode is memory friendly. In addition, the control-

lable parameters (T and P) are assessed to adjust the overall system performance

such that a graceful degradation takes place under periods of heavy workloads.

Moreover, the study of query type assured that predictive tree construction and

maintenance operations are not affected by the query type. This confirms the

generic nature of the predictive tree index.
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Chapter 5

Extensions

This chapter discusses how we extend the work introduced in Chapters 3 and 4

to Support different types of spatial predictive queries for objects on Euclidean

space and road network graphs respectively.

5.1 Extensibility of Panda

In the previous section, we have discussed the generic framework of Panda as

a predictive spatio-temporal query processor, and we have elaborated its main

modules that compose its core. In this section, we illustrate how Panda can be

extended to support a wide variety of predicative spatio-temporal queries and how

it can be harmonized according to the nature of the underlying data. Basically,

this is accomplished through the optimized implementation of the generic function

UpdateResults to serve the needs of the underlying query type, e.g., aggregate,

range, or k-nearest-neighbor queries, and the underlying data nature, e.g., moving

data, or stationary data.

71
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5.1.1 Query Type

In this section we study the extensibility of Panda to support the evaluation of

three main predictive query types, namely range, K-NN, and aggregate query.

However, this extensibility is not limited to these types only because the universal

nature of the aforementioned data structures and algorithms that can be easily

tailored to other feasible predictive spatio-temporal queries.

Range Query Processing

Idea. A predictive range query is defined by two elements, a rectangular query

region R and a future time t, and asks about the objects expected to be inside

the determined query region after the specified future time. Panda starts the

range query processing by getting the grid cells that overlap the query region.

Those cells are divided into two groups. The first one contains the cells that

already have precomputed answers that we need to retrieve them only without

further processing, while the second group contains the overlapped cells that their

answers have to be computed from scratch. For each cell ci in the second group,

Panda visits the travel data structure TTS and gets the list of the reachable cells

CR to the cell in hand ci. For each object in a reachable cell, Panda applies the

prediction function and checks if that object is predicted to arrive at ci after the

desired future time, if this is the case, this object with its probability is appended

the result of ci. To do that, the UpdateResult function is implemented to precisely

serve the predictive range query processing such that it is able to build up the

result of the cell in hand as well as the final query result by continue appending the

objects identifiers and with their probabilities. Also, the UpdateResult function

is used to form the final result of a range query by merging the objects in the

precomputed cells and those that have just been computed. Yet, the returned
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answer encompasses the list of objects expected to be inside the overlapped cells

after the desired time unites in the future.

Example.The illustrated example in the two phases in Section 3.3.2 is suffi-

cient to explain the processing of predictive range query.

K-NN Query Processing

Idea. A predictive K-NN query has two parameters, a specified location point

and a future time, and enquires about the K objects expected to be the nearest

to that location after the given time. Initially, Panda locates that point into a

corresponding grid cell which will be checked if having a precomputed answer for

the K or more objects expected to appear at this cell after the determined future

time. If this is the case, the precomputed answer is simply returned without extra

computation. Otherwise, in the case that there is no precomputed answer, Panda

computes it in similar way to range query in order to find the satisfactory K

objects. In the case that the precomputed answer or the yet computed answer

has objects less than the desired K, Panda expands the query location by adding

the nearest adjacent cell and recall the original computation steps on this recently

added cell. This process is repeated until the query is satisfied. Definitely, Panda

has a different interpretation of the term nearest here, which reflected as the

objects with the highest probability to be within the nearest cell(s) of the query

point. This interpretation inherited from the nature of the underlying prediction

function which locates the anticipated location of an object in a cell size area

rather than predicting its exact future point. The UpdateResult function is exactly

implemented as in the range query without difference. The results for both queries

are lists of objects.

Example. If we consider Q30, described in Section 3.3.2, as a K-NN query

with K = 5, t = 30, and location point = L which is represented by a star in
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Figure 3.4(a), Panda will start by locating L in C19. Since C19 has a precomputed

answer for t = 30, then it fetches it. Since this answer has only three objects while

the query asks for five, so it is not sufficient as a final query result. Accordingly,

C20 the nearest cell to L is added to the query region, then we compute its answer

which will return {O15} as the set of the expected objects for C20 after 30 minutes.

Now, we have four objects in for both cells C19 and C20, which means that we still

have not the desired K. Consequently, we iterate on the next nearest cell, C26,

which gives answer = {O12}. Finally, we have fulfilled the query requirement and

the final answer will be {O5, O18, O9, O15, O12}.

Aggregate Query Processing

Idea. A predictive aggregate query consists of a query region R and a future

time t, and it finds out the number of objects N predicted to be inside that

region after the given time. Clearly, it looks similar to the range query, hence, it

follows the same exact steps. However the format of the final result is different

where the aggregate query wants the number of objects N rather than the objects

themselves. Therefore the UpdateResult function is customized to sum up the

number of objects instead of appending objects to the result list. So it is employed

to compute the the expected number objects to be inside each single cell in R after

time t, and also aggregate those numbers to obtain the final query result.

Example. Considering Q30 as an aggregate query, Panda will apply the same

steps in Figures 3.4 and Figures 3.5, and the final result will give the number of

objects expected to arrive at the query region after 30 minutes which will be {3}.
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(a) Candidate destinations of O11 (b) Query Results

Figure 5.1: Query processing on (Stationary vs Moving) Data

5.1.2 Data Nature

The shared data structure, the isolation between the precomputed areas and the

query region, and the generic query processor frame the infrastructure that allows

Panda to support a wide variety of predictive queries including range queries, k-

NN queries , and aggregate queries. Apparently, each query type can operate the

same data structure in a different way to compute its own answer. As described in

the mentioned algorithms, to handle the case of predictive range or K-NN queries,

the precomputed answer in the query list (QL) maintains a list of objects expected

to be inside a query region R after future time t, while in the case of predictive

aggregate queries, the same list is used to carry a number.

In this section, we explain the ability of Panda to act suitably according to

the nature the underlying data whether it represents stationary or moving objects.

We provide some examples to illustrate this flexibility feature.
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Stationary Data

In this class of data, the points of interest that a user query questions about are

static objects that almost do not have mobility nature. Examples for stationary

data include gas stations, restaurants, theaters, cinemas,...etc. We refer to a

stationary object i by Si. Basically, Panda can preserve information about the

underlying stationary objects in addition to the moving objects using its grid data

structure where each object is linked to its corresponding cell. The predictive

query in this case is tight to a certain moving object not to any of the stationary

objects. For example, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, a moving object O11 sends a

range query to find out the gas stations within half mile of its future location after

40 minutes, of course without releasing its intension. To process this query, Panda

initially finds the current cell, C28, in which O11 is currently moving. Thus, C28

is added to the current trajectory of O11. Then it obtains the list of its candidate

destination cells after 40 minutes which will include {C2, C6, C13}. This is achieved

by accessing the travel time structure under the column of C28. After that, it

determines the highly anticipated destination in a granularity equivalent to a grid

cell area. That is accomplished by calling our prediction function feeded with the

current trajectory of O11, Figure 5.1(a). Since C2 is the predicted destination, a

half mile query region is placed starting from its center. Therefore, the set of the

stationary objects that intersect with that region is returned as the query results

which will be {S4, S5}, Figure 5.1(b).

Moving Data

This class of data has both the spatial and temporal features, so they dynamically

change their locations. Predictive query on this class of data has two options. The

first option, is to be connected to a specified moving object which imposes Panda
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to do a preprocessing step by calling our prediction function F̂ to identify the

possible destination cell cd for that object at the given time t. Accordingly, the

query is located at that destination cell cd. Then it ordains a customized version

of the predictive query processor according to the query type as explained in the

previous section. For example a moving object O11 asks about the moving objects,

(i.e., friends with mobile phones, some moving service like police cars), expected

to show up within half mile of its future location after 40 minutes. To process this

query, we find that C2 is the most predicted target cell after 40 minutes based on

the recent trajectory of O11. After that, we dispatch Panda query processor to

evaluate a range query positioned at the center of C2. The expected answer will

be {O3, O7}, Figure 5.1(b).

The second option for predictive query on moving data, is to be connected

a static area or location in the given space, for example a store wants to notify

the cars expected to be within two miles of its location about offers after 3o min-

utes. In this situation, the query processor is fired directly without any additional

preparation steps. The example illustrated in Section 3.3.2 fits in this class of

data.

5.1.3 Effect of Query Size

We proceed to study the scalability of Panda with large query sizes. This set of

experiments, Figure 5.2, illustrates that Panda can save about 50% of the CPU

time required to answer a user query while preserving its response to be almost

equals to the fastest one with a vast dropping in the update cost. The other set

of experiments, Figure 5.3, evaluates the influence of the threshold tweaking on

the scalability of Panda with respect to the query size in three different query

workloads. The used workloads are 20K queries, 40K queries, and 80K queries.

The provided figures suggest the use of a large threshold value with small sized
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(c) Processing Time

Figure 5.2: Scalability with Query Size

queries and a small threshold value with the ones with larger query size.

In one word, we can establish that the main reason behind the capability of

Panda to achieve smooth scalability comes from its ability to adapt according to

the nature of the moving objects behavior and the heaviness of the query workload.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of Threshold Tuning on Scalability w.r.t Query Size

5.2 Extensibility of P-Tree

Here, we discuss we to extend the query processing inside the P-Tree such that

common types of spatial predictive are supported.

5.2.1 Extended Query Processor

As we mentioned in Section 4.3.3, P-tree stores generic results that are either

precomputed in advance while new objects start trips and updated with objects’

movement or computed instantly upon query arrival.
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Since the computation of predicted answer is already accomplished by the

predictive tree construction algorithm and maintained by the predictive tree main-

tenance algorithm, thus, the of task of query processor module becomes straight

froward. What we need to do here is,

• First. we find out the node of interest for which the query is asking about

its predictable objects. Then, we retrieve the list of the predicted objects

saved with this node. Then we shape the answer to match the user’s query

type.

• Second. we examine if the query invokes the predicted results at many

nodes, (e.g., predictive range query), rather than a single node, then, we

combine the answers at those nodes of interest into a single basket by taking

the union of the predicted objects lists associated with them. This will get

rid of redundant objects. To unify the probabilities for object predicted to

appear in more than one node of interest with different probabilities, we use

the maximum probability among its occurrences.

• Third. according the query type,(i.e., predictive range, KNN , aggregate)

we adjust the in hand generic results. For predictive range, we return the list

of objects along with their probabilities to appear at the query node(s). For

predictive aggregate query, users concern more about the number of objects

expected to show up around the query node(s). So, we return that number

as accumulation of objects’ probabilities. For the case of predictive KNN

query, we pick up those K objects with highest probabilities.

5.2.2 Effect Of Query Type

This section studies the effect of query type on the performance of the predictive

tree. To be more specific, we study the effect of K value in case of predictive

KNN query, Figure 5.4(a), and region size in case of predictive range query,
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Figure 5.4: Performance With Query Type

Figure 5.4(b), on the predictive tree operations. Here, we use the same setup

mentioned in Section 4.4.1. We notice that the cost for the tree construction

and tree maintenance does not change, while it does for the query processing.

This concludes that the cost of the two basic operations in the predictive tree are

isolated from the query type. The reason is that the predicted results have to be

computed and saved at each node regardless the query type. In other words, the

costs for constructing and maintaining the trees have to be paid anyway. The only

difference happens at the query processing as we pay extra CPU time for processing

and compiling those predicted results to match the query needs. Figure 5.4 shows

a steady increasing pattern for the query processing with the increase of both the

K values and the query sizes. Note that, in Figure 5.4(b), the tree construction

and tree maintenance are not seen because their costs are minor, i.e., stationary

around 3 and 0.07MS respectively, compared to the ones for the query processing,

i.e., vary from 80 to 640MS.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we summarize the work presented through the thesis. Then, we

highlight the challenges that are still open and need more contribution from the

data management research community. Finally, we present the future plan for

potential research on top of the work in this thesis.

6.1 Summary

Predictive query processors answer users questions based on the anticipated future

locations of a set of moving objects, (e.g., cars, bikes, pedestrians), traveling on

a given space. One example for such queries includes predictive aggregate query

that aims at estimating the number of objects expected to show in a specific

region after a certain future time, e.g., 20 minutes. Other types includes pre-

dictive KNN, point, and range queries. The metrics to compare different query

processors include: (1) Accuracy of the prediction. (2) Length of the prediction

in the future time horizon. (3)Types of supported queries, e.g., predictive KNN,

range, aggregate queries. (4) Efficiency and scalability with respect to objects

82
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and queries loads. Unfortunately, existing work in predictive query processing on

moving objects suffer from the following major drawbacks: (a) Most of existing

work mainly target short-term prediction in terms of only few minutes and sec-

onds in the future which is not useful for applications, e.g., traffic management

systems. (b) Existing techniques can support one or at most two different types

of the common predictive queries (e.g., predictive point, range, aggregate, and K-

Nearest-Neighbor queries). Therefore, there is lack of general-purpose predictive

queries processor. (c) Lack of extensibility, as the majority of existing systems

accommodate a single prediction model, (i.e., the prediction function that pre-

dicts the future location of a given moving object). This means that if novel

higher-accuracy prediction models appear, existing systems cannot be adapted

smoothly to augment them. (d) The scalability issue is a significant drawback in

existing predictive query processing systems, especially with the emergence of the

big-data era. Due the aforementioned shortcomings, this thesis introduced inno-

vative systems that provide support to various types of spatial predictive queries.

This includes the proposed Panda system for processing spatial predictive queries

on Euclidean space. In addition, it also introduced a novel index structure named

Predictive Tree (P-tree) augmented inside the iRoad system to support predictive

Query processing

For each framework, the thesis presented its main idea, architecture, and the

embedded data structures. Three core challenges, necessary to realizing the in-

troduced frameworks, along with the proposed approaches to solving these chal-

lenges were presented. These challenges include (1) Supporting long-term query

prediction, many steps in the future, as well as short term prediction, next des-

tination or step, (2) Scaling up to large number of moving objects, and large

number of outsized predictive queries, (3) Supporting common types of predic-

tive spatio-temporal queries including range, aggregate, and k-nearest-neighbor
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queries. Experimental evidence was given to prove the scalability and efficiency

of the presented frameworks. As a future work, we plan to study how to deal

with uncertainty in the underlying moving objects locations and directions, and

to support different prediction models within the proposed framework.
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6.2 Open Challenges

In this Section, we highlight the fundamental challenges arising from the new

opportunities and the open problems. We illustrate which areas have been well

investigated and which still need more digging.

Challenge 1: Uncertainty

Here, we discuss the challenging points that should be addressed while de-

signing a model for predicting next/final destination, or complete trajectory of

moving objects given imprecise spatio-temporal data.

The importance of dealing with uncertainty while processing predictive queries

comes from the fact that spatio-temporal data is usually imprecise. Data uncer-

tainty results from many sources such as the erroneous in GPS readings, accu-

racy limitation in measuring devices, infrequent readings due to battery shortage,

communication delays and computation limitations, inexact velocity estimations,

environmental obstacles such as buildings and severe weather that obstruct the

communication between reading devices and satellites, and the stochastic objects

motion behavior. As a result, there is a vital need to take into consideration data

uncertainty while supporting predictive query processing. Basically, not consid-

ering the imprecise nature of data leads to inaccurate prediction for object future

location.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the difference between defining an object trajectory using

exact location points (Figure 6.1)a versus the one defined using imprecise loca-

tions (Figure 6.1b). In Figure (Figure 6.1b), object locations at different time

stamps are expressed in circular regions rather than exact points. Accordingly,

giving these imprecise locations to a predictive query processor as an input pro-

duces imprecise prediction for its next path.
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(a) Exact Trajectory (b) Imprecise Trajectory

Figure 6.1: Impact of Uncertainty on Prediction

Little work has been done in this area. For example, in a recent work [66], a new

concept based on u-bisector is used to evaluate two types of KNN queries, namely,

Possible Nearest Neighbor Query (PNNQ) and Trajectory Possible Nearest Neigh-

bor Query (TPNNQ) given imprecise object location represented as circular re-

gions rather than exact points. However, this work does not support evaluation

of predictive queries. Even for those few trials that attempt to support predictive

queries, they still have accuracy, generality, and scalability issues. Consequently,

it is challenging to process different kinds of predictive queries given imprecise

and uncertain data about objects locations, velocities, and nondeterministic mo-

tion behaviors. Expected solutions should consider being online, which means

consuming less computation time as objects dynamically change their locations

and velocities.

Challenge 2: Monitoring
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Tracking and monitoring moving objects is a fundamental challenge in the area

of predictive spatio-temporal queries. The objective of this challenge is to cap-

ture moving objects updates that result from changing their locations, directions,

and/or velocities, and efficiently handle the effect of those updates. To the best

of the authors’ knowledge, existing literatures do not address the moving objects

monitoring and tracking problem while considering predictive queries. They only

consider it for queries in the current time such as KNN and range queries [67–69].

The challenging in this point arises from the fact that many factors should be op-

timized. These factors not only include correctly capturing objects updates, but

also reducing the number of updates to capture and send to the server, hence, re-

ducing the communication cost between the server and the moving objects, which

in turns safes the computation time required to handle the received updates. To

achieve this objective, expected solution can benefit from the techniques used in

the previous work which include, (a) specifying some regions in the given space in

which objects movements are known to mostly affect queries results, and outside

those regions updates are neglected, and (b) predicting the next trajectory of an

object and report only updates if its real movement is different from the predicted

one.

Challenge 3: Privacy Preserving

Although preserving users privacy while evaluating their queries is a funda-

mental issue for the database filed in general and for the spatio-temporal data

processing in specific, but none of the existing work, to the best of authors’s

knowledge, discusses the privacy issue in predictive spatio-temporal query pro-

cessing. Ignoring privacy means we assume that users are willing to reveal their

exact trajectories data while asking for some location-based services which is not

always true assumption in many applications, specially with data management
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outsourcing.

Concealing moving objects’ trajectories while evaluating predictive query is

challenging because of the fact that there is no accurate prediction output if there

is no precise history as input. So at one side, query processor needs to have an

image of objects movements to be able to answer predictive queries. However, on

the other side, users do not want to uncover their privacy by revealing all of their

movements. In order to resolve this issue, many common techniques for deal-

ing with privacy while answering location-based queries in the current time can

be adapted for protecting privacy while responding to location-based queries for

the future. Examples for these techniques include anonymization [70, 71] which

aims to make an object’s location unrecognized among K other objects, cloak-

ing [72–74] which aims at expressing locations into bounding rectangles rather

than exact points, perturbation which replaces or stuffs the real location values

with synesthetic values such as noise addition [75], cryptography [76] which turns

location readings into unreadable format to anyone except those who have the de-

cryption key, and transformation [77] which protects users locations by converting

the underlying space into another space.

Each of the aforementioned techniques has some merits and drawbacks. For

example cloaking can achieve sufficient privacy while providing an accurate answer

for predictive queries about tornado movements in a given city or zip code rather

than an exact point. However, for predictive nearest neighbor queries, cloaking can

not provide such accurate answer. A comprehensive study is required to assert

which technique can be adjusted to support predictive spatio-temporal queries

while preserving privacy of the underlying moving objects.

Challenge 4: Authentication

Authentication is a consequence issue to the age of cloud computing and data
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management outsourcing. The emersion of the clouds with its offered services in

affordable cost, encourages the outsourcing of data management from the data

owner DO side to be located at the data management service provider SP side.

With this phenomenon, user’s query is received, processed and the answer is

returned by the service provider SP . With the assumption that service providers

are not always trust worthy , the returned answers from their side are not trusted

to be accurate. For Example, The SP might be hacked such that a certain instance

is added to all returned results, or the SP itself might be not trust worthy, so

it might change the results by adding, removing or modifying some parts of the

returned answer.

This schema triggers the need for techniques to check the accuracy of the re-

turned answer at the user side. Consequently, some techniques for authenticated

query processing [78,79] in which the query answer returned by the untrusted SP

can be tested against the completeness and soundness are introduced. Complete-

ness of answer means that no correct piece of data that should be included in the

final results is disappeared from the returned answer to users. Soundness means

that no modification, neither by adding non existence record nor modifying an

existing one, takes place on the result [80].

Although authentication is an essential issue in the paradigm of data manage-

ment outsourcing, but we did not come across any related work that addresses

this issue on moving objects data neither for current time queries nor predictive

queries. Even for recent work [81], it handles the authentication problem with

preserving users’ privacy for queries on static objects at current time instance. To

the best of our knowledge, until now, all existing work in this area deals only with

authentication for current time queries over stationary objects.

The big portion of those existing techniques for authenticated query processing
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is based on, (a) an authenticated data structure (ADS) such as MB-tree and MH-

tree [82], and MR-tree [80], which stores the outsourced data along with hash

values computed for each tuple t and signed by the DO, Figure 6.2 , and (b)

the concept of verification object VO for carrying out the answer records with

additional digest (hash) values. At the client side, this verification object is used

to check the soundness and the completeness of the answer where the summation

of the received hash values should be equal to the hash value of the root.

The second main technique used in the authentication existing work is signa-

ture aggregation [83, 84], in which each record in the database has a signature

from the data owner DO. The difference between the authenticated data struc-

ture technique and the signature aggregation technique is that the later guarantees

higher concurrency processing for authenticated transactions, and it needs smaller

number of verification objects which reduces the communication cost for sending

those objects to the users. However, signature aggregation suffers from significant

update overhead at the DO side and also costs more for verifying the received

answer at the client side.

Addressing the problem of authenticated processing for predictive spatio-temporal

queries is a challenging. The core difficulty of this challenge comes from the dy-

namic nature of moving objects updates about their locations, velocities, and

directions. With each update, the data owner DO needs to refresh her signature

on the outsourced data and resend the latest copy to the service provider SP . Ob-

viously, this will lead to a significant communication and computation overhead

that overwhelms any gains from data outsourcing service.
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Figure 6.2: Example of Authenticated Index (MH-tree)

6.3 Future Plans

Spatial Prediction over Big-Data. Data management is evolving from two

different perspectives that intersect at the point of common challenges and ben-

efits. First is the enterprise perspective where integrating and analyzing avail-

able Big-Data sets is a serious challenge for existing data management systems.

Second is the user perspective where hand-held mobile devices caused the pro-

duction of massive volumes of data, e.g., trips trajectories, check-in locations,

screen clicks/touches, camera usage, and queries, e.g., current/predictive kNN,

range query. The future plan is to respond to this problem by building a formal

bridge between the two perspectives. This can be done by designing platforms

with novel data structures and query optimizers that are able to process big spa-

tial data/queries. In specific, the target is to leverage the big-data platforms (i.e.,

Hadoop, Spark) to overcome the scalability challenge that most of the existing

solutions suffer from.

Spatial Prediction for Forensic and Criminal Justice. Using technology for
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improving the sector of forensic and criminal justice ranges from trace evidence

to behavior analysis and crime scene examination. In some cases, court decisions

may ask for supervising specific offenders using ankle bracelets. Each offender is

given a tracking device and he is assigned to a set of allowed zones and another set

of restricted zones that he has is not allowed to approach or enter, e.g., schools.

In this direction, the plan is to leverage the knowledge in the area of trajectories

analysis to mine for the offenders suspicious behavior and predict probable future

threats beforehand. In addition, the future plan in this area is to design systems

for criminal activities tracking and monitoring that can provide near real-time

behavior analysis and alerts for possible crimes. To achieve this, there is a need

to address the challenges of effectively streaming, and consuming offenders tracks

on real time bases. Moreover, it is a core requirement to build novel data structures

and query processors that guarantee very-low latency with highly accurate results.

Prediction of GeoSocial-Spread for Viral Events. Analysis of social net-

works graph leads to understanding the humans interaction behavior. In addition,

it gives an image of what could be that behavior in real life, i.e., location-based

interaction. This is achieved by combining the social and spatial analysis of users

contributions. In this area, the aim to introduce a system that enables the analysis

of users interactions in order to (a) identify viral events, (b) monitor the spread of

a viral event, and (c) predict those users/places that could be affected by a viral

event. The deployment of this system improves many real applications such as

preventive health care.
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